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Abstract. This paper seeks to further explore the distribution of the real roots
of random polynomials with non-centered coefficients. We focus on polynomials
where the typical values of their coefficients have power growth (or mild decay)
and count the average number of real zeros inside local and global intervals.
Almost all previous results require coefficients with zero mean, and it is highly
non-trivial to extend these results to the general case. Our approach is based on
a novel comparison principle, allowing us to reduce the general situation to the
mean-zero setting. As applications, we obtain new results for the Kac polyno-
mials, hyperbolic random polynomials, their derivatives, and generalizations of
these polynomials. The proof features new logarithmic integrability estimates
for random polynomials (both local and global) and fairly sharp estimates for
the local number of real zeros.
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1. Introduction and statement of results
This paper seeks to further explore the distribution of the real roots of random
algebraic polynomials
pnpzq “ a0 ` a1z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` anzn, z P C,
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2 YEN Q. DO
where the coefficients a0, . . . , an are independent real-valued random variables
with finite means and finite variances. We are particularly interested in the
average number of real roots of such polynomials. This problem has attracted
many mathematicians’ attention since previous centuries, initially out of theoreti-
cal curiosity, but has recently found applications in statistical physics and finance
[10, 29, 28, 30]. It was reported in [34] that during the 18th century Waring con-
sidered the distribution of the real roots for random polynomials of low degrees.
It however took quite a while until the first (but rather crude) estimates for the
number of real roots for random polynomials were established, in a result of Bloch
and Polya at the beginning of the 20th century [1]. Various authors subsequently
worked on this problem, leading to significant developments during 1940s-1970s,
with seminal contributions of Kac [17], Littlewood and Offord [19, 20, 21], Ibragi-
mov and Maslova [12, 14, 15, 13, 22, 23], among others. Recently, there has been a
renewed interest in this problem [6, 16, 11, 2, 9, 31, 32, 5, 8, 27], in particular Tao
and Vu [33] developed a new framework to study the real roots of random polyno-
mials, adapting their methods from random matrix theory. See also [25, 3, 4, 26]
for some further development of the methods in [33].
Despite the large number of prior studies, only a very few are about random
polynomials with non-centered coefficients, namely when the coefficients may have
nonzero means. Furthermore, these studies often require very restrictive assump-
tions of algebraic nature on the relationship between the mean, the variance, and
the underlying index of the coefficients. Ibragimov and Maslova [14, 15] in 1970s
considered random polynomials with iid coefficients of nonzero mean (these are
known as Kac polynomials). They showed that the expected number of real roots
for the Kac random polynomials is essentially reduced to a half if the iid coeffi-
cients have a (common) nonzero mean. In [4], a joint work with Oanh Nguyen
and Van Vu, using different methods we strengthened and generalized this result
to random polynomials where the mean and the variance of the coefficient aj are
linearly dependent and furthermore they are algebraic polynomials of j.
In this paper, we consider an innovative approach that circumvents the needs
for algebraic constraints between the mean and the variance of the coefficients and
does not require any algebraic dependence on the underlying index. In particular,
this approach offers some explanation for the interaction between the mean and
the variance of random polynomials. We focus on generalized Kac polynomials,
an important class where the typical values of the coefficients are comparable to
a fixed power of the underlying index. We will discuss below the technical details
of our set up.1
For convenience of notation, we write aj “ bj ` cjξj where
bj “ Erajs and |cj| “
b
V arrajs.
Note that we do not assume cj ě 0 and prefer to leave the setup in this generality
for the convenience of the proof. Let ρ P R. For the typical values of |aj| to
be comparable to p1 ` jqρ, it is natural to assume that Erajs “ Opp1 ` jqρq and
pV arrajsq1{2 « p1` jqρ, so that there is a significant range of values for |aj| about
1It may be possible that the current approach will be applicable to some other classes of
random functions (such as those studied in [26]), however this will not be explored in this paper
and left for further studies.
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the size of p1`jqρ. The following condition essentially describes these assumptions.
For technical reasons, below we will need ρ ą ´1{2.
Condition 1. Assume that
(i) for some 0, C0 ą 0 we have E|ξj|2`0 ď C0 for all 0 ď j ď n;
(ii) for some ρ ą ´1{2 it holds that bj, cj “ Opp1` jqρq for all j;
(iii) we also have |cj| Á p1` jqρ for Op1q ď j ď n´Op1q.
We note that bj and cj may depend on n. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that 0 ă 0 ď 1 throughout the paper. The implicit constants in this paper
are allowed to depend on the implicit constants in Condition 1, which include
ρ, 0, C0, the implicit constants in the assumed estimates for bj, cj, and the Op1q
term in the range of j.
We now mention several examples that satisfy Condition 1. Via Stirling’s for-
mula, it can be seen that the coefficients of hyperbolic random polynomials2
pξ,L,npzq “ ξ0 `
?
Lξ1z ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
c
L . . . pL` n´ 1q
n!
ξnz
n(1.1)
satisfy the above condition; here L ą 0 and ξj’s are independent with unit variance.
In particular, if L “ 1 we recover the Kac random polynomials. In fact, we may
generate other examples satisfying Condition 1 by taking finite linear combinations
of hyperbolic polynomials and their derivatives. Now, while our approach works
with more general polynomials, even for the polynomials considered in [4, 14, 15]
we are also able to obtain significantly new results.
1.1. Statement of results. In the following, for any function q : R Ñ C let Nq
denote the number of its real roots, and let NqpIq be the number of roots inside
I Ă R. Note that these numbers could be 8, but they are never negative.
To study Npn , we write
pnpzq “ mnpzq ` rnpzq
where mnpzq “ Epnpzq is a deterministic polynomial and rn “ pn´mn is a random
polynomial with zero mean. Our heuristics is the following idea: locally, between
mn and rn, the dominant component will dictate the behavior of pn and hence will
have a stronger influence on the number of real zeros of pn.
Our main result, Theorem 1 is an estimate for the number of real roots of pn
inside an arbitrary interval, demonstrating the following comparison principle:
(i) if mn dominates rn then on average there are very few real roots for pn, as
|mn| is typically bigger than |rn|.
(ii) if mn is dominated by rn then on average the number of real roots of pn is
the same as the number of real roots of rn plus a bounded term.
In the statement of Theorem 1, we will be more precise about the meaning of
“dominated” and “dominates”. Here we make some preliminary remarks. First,
since rn is random with zero mean, it makes sense to use the standard deviation
pV arrrnsq1{2 as an indicator for the size of rn, and this heuristics is also used for
derivatives of rn. Also, for t ě 1 to compare mn and rn we will work with the
2For discussions about the importance of random hyperbolic polynomials in statistical physics,
we refer the reader to the beautiful lecture notes [10].
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reciprocal polynomials mn˚p1{tq “ t´nmnptq and rn˚p1{tq “ t´nrnptq, which turn
out to be more convenient.
Below, given any interval I we denote Iě1 “ I X r´1, 1s and Iď1 “ Izp´1, 1q (it
is possible that one of these sets is empty). We say that J is an enlargement for
I “ pa, bq if it is obtained by extending I beyond both the left and right endpoints,
where the added length to the right is comparable to |1´ |b|| ` 1{n and the added
length to the left is comparable to |1 ´ |a|| ` 1{n (if an endpoint is infinite then
certainly there is no need to add anything). Note that this notion of enlargement
can also be similarly defined for half open/half closed/closed intervals.
Theorem 1 (Comparison principle). There is a constant 0 ă C ă 8 such that
the following holds. Assume that the coefficients of pn satisfy Condition 1 and
are real valued. Let I Ă R be an interval whose endpoints may depend on n and
assume that J is an enlargement of I.
(i) Assume that for t P Jě1 we have |mnptq| ą C| logp1´ |t| ` 1
n
q|1{2aV arrrnptqs.
Then ENpnpIq “ Op1q.
(ii) Let φ : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s such that
ˆ c
1{n
φptq
t
dt “ Op1q for some c ą 0.
Assume that for each k “ 0, 1 we have the uniform estimates:
for t P Jď1, |mpkqn ptq| À φp1´ |t| ` 1nq
b
V arrrpkqn ptqs,
for t P Jě1, |m˚pkqn p1t q| À φp1´
1
|t| `
1
n
q
c
V arrrn˚pkqp1t qs,
and for k “ 2 the weaker estimates without φ also hold on Jď1 and Jě1.
Then ENpnpIq “ ENrnpIq `Op1q.
We note that Theorem 1 is more useful for intervals near ˘1, since under Con-
dition 1 it can be shown (using a standard argument of Ibragimov and Maslova)
that ENpnpIq “ Op1q if I is bounded away from ˘1 (see Lemma 2). In Theo-
rem 1, for technical reasons we need to assume that the domination/dominated
relationship (between mn and rn) is effective on an enlargement J of I, however
if pn is a Gaussian random polynomial then the conclusions hold with J “ I and
some of the conditions could be weakened, see Section 12.
Using Theorem 1, we could derive new results about the real roots of non-
centered random polynomials (with coefficients of power growth) from analogous
results for centered random polynomials, which in turn were studied extensively
in [4]. Below, we summarize several sample results that can be obtained in this di-
rection (although this list is by no means comprehensive).3 The sample results will
further demonstrate the following observation from [4]: we may extract asymptotic
estimates for the number of real roots of a random polynomial from asymptotic
information about its coefficients. This phenomenon was first observed in [4] for
random polynomials with centered coefficients of polynomial growth.
3A more thorough discussion about possible applications is included in Section 2, where these
sample results will be derived from Theorem 1.
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Below, following [4], we define a generalized polynomial of j P Z` to be a finite
linear combination of hyperbolic coefficients hLpjq :“ LpL`1q...pL`j´1qj! , L ą 0. Its
degree is defined to be Lmax ´ 1, where Lmax is the biggest L in the combination.
If we requires L to be integer then this notion is the same as the classical notion of
polynomials. Note that (via Stirling’s formula) a generalized polynomial of degree
δ is asymptotically comparable to jδ.
Our first sample result is about random hyperbolic polynomials (1.1).
Theorem 2. Let pn be the hyperbolic random polynomial pξ,L,n given by (1.1)
where ξj are independent with a common nonzero mean and variance 1 and uni-
formly bounded p2` q moments for some  ą 0.
Then ENpn “ p1`
?
Lq log n
2pi
`Op1q,
and for any k ě 1 we have EN
p
pkq
n
“ p1`
?
L` 2kq log n
2pi
` oplog nq.
Theorem 2 is a special case of the following more general result.
Theorem 3. Assume that the coefficients of pn satisfy Condition 1. Assume
furthermore that there are ρ1 ă ρ´ 1{2 ă ρ2 such that |bj| Á jρ2 `Op1q and
|bj`1 ´ bj| “ Oppj ` 1qρ1q.
Then for any C ą 0 we have ENpn “ ENrnp1´ 1C , 1`
1
C
q `Op1q,
in particular ENpn grows like log n as n Ñ 8. Furthermore, if for some C we
have cj “ pC ` op1qqjρ as j Ñ 8 then
ENpn “ 1`
?
2ρ` 1
2pi
log n` oplog nq.
In particular, if c2j is a generalized polynomial of j then
ENpn “ 1`
?
2ρ` 1
2pi
log n`Op1q.
Theorem 2 may be derived from Theorem 3 as follows. Letting ρ “ pL ´ 1q{2,
we note that for the set up of Theorem 2 we will have bj “ cjµ for some µ ‰ 0,
and by Stirling’s formula cj “
b
LpL`1q...pL`j´1q
j!
“ pCL ` op1qqp1 ` jqρ. On the
other hand,
|bj`1 ´ bj| “ |µcj||
apL` jq{pj ` 1q ´ 1| “ Oppj ` 1q´1cjq “ Oppj ` 1qρ´1q.
Using Theorem 3, it follows that ENpn “ ENrnp1 ´ 1C , 1 ` 1C q, and thus using
[4] we obtain the desired conclusions. We may argue similarly to get the desired
asymptotics for EN
p
pkq
n
.
Below is a class of random polynomials where the deterministic component mn
is dominated by the random component rn.
Theorem 4. Assume Condition 1 and assume that for some ρ1 ă ρ´1{2 we have
|bj| “ Opp1` jqρ1q. Then there are finite positive constants C1 and C2 such that
C1 log n`Op1q ď ENpn ď C2 log n`Op1q.
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Furthermore if for some C we have cj “ pC ` op1qqjρ as j Ñ 8 then we could
take C1, C2 to be
1`?2ρ`1
pi
` op1q. In particular, if c2j is a generalized polynomial of
j then we could let C1, C2 “ 1`
?
2ρ`1
pi
.
Finally, we mention a simple class of random polynomials where mn dominates
rn, leading to very few real zeros for the random polynomial.
Theorem 5. Assume Condition 1. Suppose furthermore that for some ρ1 P pρ ´
1
2
, ρs and some ρ2 ă ρ1 the following holds: for odd j we have bj “ Opp1 ` jqρ2q
and for even j we have bj Á p1` jqρ1 ´Op1q. Then
ENpn “ Op1q.
Furthermore, the above estimate holds true if we interchange the role of odd and
even j’s in the above assumptions.
1.2. Outline of the paper and notational conventions. In the next section,
we discuss the applications of Theorem 1 and the proof for the sample results
mentioned above. In the rest of the paper, we prove Theorem 1. Our proof of
Theorem 1 uses universality estimates for the correlation functions of the real roots
of pn, see Section 3. Using these estimates, we could reduce the proof of Theorem 1
to the Gaussian setting. The Gaussian case of Theorem 1 will be examined using
the Kac-Rice formula, see Section 12.
Below are some notational conventions used throughout the paper.
For any function f : C Ñ C and any subset A Ă C, we denote by Nf pAq the
number of zeros of f in A. Note that the range of Nf pAq is r0,8s.
The reciprocal polynomial for a polynomial pn of degree n is pn˚pzq :“ znpnp1{zq.
2. Sample applications of the comparison principle
In this section, we discuss several applications of Theorem 1 and present the
proofs for Theorem 3, Theorem 4, and Theorem 5. We will use the following basic
computation about power series.
Lemma 1. For any α ą ´1 and β ą ´1 and any c ą 0 and C ą 1 the following
holds:
(i) If 1
C
ď t ď 1´ c
n
then
řn
j“1pn` 1´ jqβjαtj «α,β,c,C nβp1´ tq´α´1.
(ii) If |1´ t| ď c{n then řnj“1pn` 1´ jqβjαtj «α,β,c,C nα`β`1.
Proof of Lemma 1. Note that if 1 ´ c{n ď t ď 1 ` c{n then 1, t, . . . , tn are all
comparable to 1, therefore
řn
j“1pn` 1´ jqβjαtj «
řn
j“1pn` 1´ jqβjα « nα`β`1.
Here, to see the last estimate we may split the sum into 1 ď j ď n{2 and n{2 ă
j ď n, and use the fact that for the first range n ` 1 ´ j « n and for the second
range j « n. This proves part (ii), and furthermore in part (i) we may assume
that 1{C ď t ď 1 ´ c{n where c is sufficiently large. We now discuss the proof of
part (i) under this assumption.
We consider first the case β “ 0. By Taylor’s theorem, we have p1 ´ tq´α´1 “
1`pα`1qt`¨ ¨ ¨` pα`1q...pα`nq
n!
tn`Enptq, where the error term Enptq is nonnegative.
Now, note that pα ` 1q . . . pα ` jq{j! « jα, therefore
nÿ
j“1
jαtj À p1´ tq´α´1.
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For the other direction of the estimate, it suffices to establish that the error term
Enptq is smaller than fraction of p1 ´ tq´α´1 when c is sufficiently large. Here we
use the Lagrange form of the error term, which says that for some s P p0, tq we
have
Enptq “ p1´ sq´α´n´2 pα ` 1q . . . pα ` n` 1qpn` 1q! pt´ sq
n`1
À p1´ sq´α´n´2pn` 1qαpt´ sqn`1
“ p1´ tq´α´1p1´ 1´ t
1´ sq
n`1p 1´ t
1´ sq
α`1pn` 1qα
The desired estimate then follows from the fact that p1´ vqnvαnα is a decreasing
function for v P rα{n, 1s, and
p1´ c{nqnpc{nqαnα ď e´ccα
and e´ccα could be made arbitrarily small by choosing c sufficiently large.
We now consider the general situation. We have
n{2ÿ
j“1
pn` 1´ jqβjαtj « nβ
n{2ÿ
j“1
jαtj « nβp1´ tq´pα`1q.
Thus it remains to show that the remaining summation over n{2 ă j ď n is
Opnβp1 ´ tq´pα`1qq (note that this summation is nonnegative). For these j’s we
note that j is comparable to n. Since β ą ´1 we may choose 1 ă p ă 8 depending
on β such that βp ą ´1. Let q “ p{pp´ 1q be its conjugate exponent. Then using
Ho¨lder’s inequality we have
nÿ
j“n{2
pn` 1´ jqβjαtj À p
nÿ
j“n{2
pn` 1´ jqpβq1{pp
nÿ
j“n{2
jqαtqjq1{q
À nβ`1{pp
nÿ
j“n{2
jqαtqjq1{q
« nβp
nÿ
j“n{2
jqpα`1q´1tqjq1{q
À nβpp1´ tq´qpα`1qq1{q “ nβp1´ tq´pα`1q.
This completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Let C ą 0 be a sufficiently large constant and let AC “ tz P R : ||z|´1| ą 1{Cu.
In the applications of Theorem 1, we will need the following estimate.
Lemma 2. For any C ą 0 we have ENpnpACq “ OCp1q.
We include a proof of Lemma 2 using an argument of Ibragimov–Maslova [13]
(see also [4] where a simpler version of Lemma 2 was proved). We’ll need the
following estimate, which will also be used later in the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 3. For any δ0 ă 1 there is p0 P p0, 1q such that for any α we have
maxj Pp|ξj ´ α| ď δ0q ď 1´ p0.
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Proof of Lemma 3. Let δ0 ă 1 and let 0 ď j ď n.
We first consider |α| ą 3. Without loss of generality assume α ą 3, the case
α ă ´3 is can be treated similarly. Then
Pp|ξj ´ α| ď δ0q ď Ppξj ě α ´ δ0q
ď pα ´ δ0q´2E|ξj|2 ď 1{4.
Thus we may take any p0 ď 3{4 for |α| ą 3.
We now consider |α| ď 3. Then E|ξj ´ α|2`0 “ OC0,0p1q. Therefore,
E|ξj ´ α|2 ď δ20Pp|ξj ´ α| ď δ0q ` Er|ξj|21|ξj´α|ąδ0s
ď δ20Pp|ξj ´ α| ď δ0q ` pE|ξj ´ α|2`0q
2
2`0
´
Pp|ξj ´ α| ą δ0q
¯ 0
2`0 .
Let x “ Pp|ξj ´ α| ą δ0q ě 0. Since E|ξj ´ α|2 “ 1` |α|2 ě 1, we obtain
0 ă 1´ δ20 ď C1x
0
2`0 ´ δ20x
for some C1 “ C1pC0, 0q where C0 and 0 are as in Condition 1. Thus by
examining the function C1x
0{p2`0q ´ δ20x of x, it is follows that there is some
p0 “ p0pδ0, C1, 0q P p0, 1q such that any x P r0, 1s that satisfies the above inequal-
ity must be inside rp0,8q. Consequently Pp|ξj ´ α| ď δ0q ě p0, as desired. 
Proof of Lemma 2. It suffices to show that for r1 ă 1 we have Npnp´r1, r1q “
Or1p1q and Npn˚p´r1, r1q “ Or1p1q. We will show in detail the first estimate, and
comment on the needed changes for the second estimate.
Take any r2 P pr1, 1q. Let δ0, p0 be as in Lemma 3. From Condition 1, let j0 be
such that cj « p1` jqρ for j0 ď j ď n´ j0. Define
Ak :“ t|ξj ` bj
cj
| ď δ0, @j0 ď j ď k ´ 1u X t|ξk ` bk
ck
| ą δ0u
for each j0 ď k ď n´ j0, and define An´j0`1 “ t|ξj ` bjcj | ď δ0, @j0 ď j ď n´ j0u.
For k “ n´ j0`1 it is clear that we have Er1AkNpnp´r1, r1qs ď npn´2j00 “ Op1q.
For j0 ď k ď n´ j0, we have PpAkq ď pk´j00 , thus it suffices to show that
Er1AkNpnp´r1, r1qs À kplog kqPpAkq,
On the event Ak, we have |ppkqn p0q| “ k!|bk ` ckξk| Á k!|ck| Á pk ` 1qρ, thus using
Jensen’s formula we have
Npnp´r1, r1q ď 1` k `Nppkqn p´r1, r1q ď 1` k `O
´
sup
|z|“r2
log |ppkqn pzq|
¯
.
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Let n0 be an integer larger than maxp0, ρq. Using convexity and Jensen’s inequal-
ity, we have
1
PpAkqEr1AkNpnp´r1, r1qs À 1` k ` log
´
PpAkq´1Er sup
|z|“r2
|ppkqn pzq|s
¯
À 1` k ` log
´ n´kÿ
i“0
pi` 1q . . . pi` k ` n0qri2
¯
ď 1` k ` logp pk ` n0q!p1´ r2qk`1`n0 q
À 1` k log k.
To estimate ENpn˚p´r1, r1q, we proceed similarly, and the following estimate will
be needed:
E sup
|z|“r2
|p˚pkqn pzq| Àr2,ρ pn` 1´ kqρpp2k ` 1q!q1{2p1´ r22q´pk`1q,
where r2 P pr1, 1q. To see this estimate, we note that
E sup
|z|“r2
|p˚pkqn pzq| ď
ÿ
iąpn´kq{2
pn` 1´ k ´ iqρpi` 1q . . . pi` kqri2,
then we split the sum into i ď pn ´ kq{2 and i ą pn ´ kq{2 and argue as in the
proof of Lemma 1. The treatment of i ď pn´kq{2 is entirely similar as before, but
for i ą pn´kq{2 we actually need to be more careful (than the proof of Lemma 1)
about the dependence on k of the implicit constant. We include the details below.
By Cauchy–Schwartz we haveÿ
iąpn´kq{2
ď p
ÿ
iąpn´kq{2
pn` 1´ k ´ iq2ρq1{2p
ÿ
iąpn´kq{2
pi` 1q2 . . . pi` kq2r2i2 q1{2
À pn` 1´ kqρ`1{2p
ÿ
iąpn´kq{2
pi` 1q2 . . . pi` kq2r2i2 q1{2
À pn` 1´ kqρp
ÿ
iąpn´kq{2
pi` 1q . . . pi` 2k ` 1qr2i2 q1{2
À pn` 1´ kqρpp2k ` 1q!q1{2p1´ r22q´pk`1q.

We now divide the discussion of the applications of Theorem 1 into three sec-
tions, corresponding to whether mn is always small, or always large, or mixed
large/small, in comparison to rn.
2.0.1. Small mean. Here the mean mn will be completely dominated by rn. We
first state a corollary of Theorem 1 in this direction, before proving Theorem 4.
Corollary 1. Let φ : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s such that ´ c
1{n
φptq
t
dt “ Op1q for some c ą 0.
Assume Condition 1 and assume that there is a constant C ą 1 such that for
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1{C ď |t| ď 1 and 0 ď k ď 1 we have
|mpkqn ptq| À φp1` 1n ´ |t|qp1`
1
n
´ |t|q´pρ`k` 12 q,(2.1)
|m˚pkqn ptq| À nρφp1` 1n ´ |t|qp1`
1
n
´ |t|´pk` 12 q,
and assume that the weaker estimates without φ also hold true for k “ 2. Then
there are finite positive constants C1 and C2 such that
C1 log n`Op1q ď ENpn ď C2 log n`Op1q.
Furthermore if for some C we have cj “ pC ` op1qqjρ as j Ñ 8 then we could
take C1, C2 to be
1`?2ρ`1
pi
` op1q. In particular, if c2j is a generalized polynomial of
j then we could let C1, C2 “ 1`
?
2ρ`1
pi
.
Thanks to [4], the zero-mean case (i.e. bj “ 0 for all j) of the above corollary
already holds true. Thus, using Lemma 2 and Theorem 1, Corollary 1 is a simple
consequence of the following estimatesb
V arrrpkqn ptqs « p1` 1
n
´ |t|q´pρ`k` 12 q,(2.2) b
V arrr˚pkqn ptqs « nρp1` 1
n
´ |t|q´pk` 12 q,
which follows from elementary computations (see Lemma 1 for details).
We now prove Theorem 4. Since ρ ą ´1{2, we may assume without loss of
generality that ρ1 ą ´1. Using Lemma 1, for |t| ď 1 we then have
|mpkqn ptq| À p1` 1n ´ |t|q
´pρ1`k`1q, |m˚pkqn ptq| À n
ρ1
p1´ |t| ` 1
n
qk`1 ,
which clearly implies (2.3). Thus Theorem 4 follows from Corollary 1.
2.0.2. Large mean. Here near ˘1 the mean mn will always dominate rn. As before,
we state a corollary of Theorem 1 before proving Theorem 5.
Corollary 2. Let ϕ : p0,8q Ñ r0,8q be such that ϕptq Ñ 8 as t Ñ 1{n.
Assume Condition 1 and assume that there is a constant C ą 1 with the following
properties: for 1´ 1
C
ď |t| ď 1 we have
|mnptq| Á ϕp1` 1
n
´ |t|qp1` 1
n
´ |t|q´pρ` 12 q,(2.3)
|m˚nptq| Á nρϕp1` 1n ´ |t|qp1`
1
n
´ |t|q´ 12 .(2.4)
Then ENpn “ Op1q.
This corollary follows immediately from (2.2) and Theorem 1 and Lemma 2.
We now apply this corollary with ϕptq “ t´ to prove Theorem 5. By splitting
mn “ mn,odd `mn,even and using Lemma 1 to treat each of them individually, we
obtain (for 1´ 1{C ď |t| ď 1)
mnptq « p1` 1{n´ |t|q´pρ`1`q, m˚nptq « pn` 1q
ρ1
1` 1{n´ |t| Á
nρ
p1` 1
n
´ |t|q` 12
where  “ ρ1 ` 1{2´ ρ ą 0. Thus Theorem 5 follows from Corollary 2.
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2.0.3. Mixed case. Here we consider the mixed situation, where mn is dominated
by rn on a part of the real line and dominates rn elsewhere. In our opinion this
is the most interesting case. Here we describe a simple scenario, which applies
to random Kac polynomials with non-centered coefficients (considered in [15]) as
well as linear combination of derivatives of a random Kac polynomial (considered
in [4]), and also hyperbolic random polynomials with non-centered coefficients
(Theorem 2 of the current paper). In this scenario, mn is dominated by rn near
´1 while being the dominant component near 1. (Note that due to symmetry we
could also state a symmetric version where the roles of 1 and ´1 are interchanged.)
Corollary 3. Let ϕ : p0,8q Ñ r0,8q be such that ϕptq Ñ 8 as t Ñ 1{n. Let
φ : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s such that ´ c
1{n
φptq
t
dt “ Op1q for some c ą 0. Assume Condition 1
and assume that there is a constant C ą 1 with the following properties:
(i) for 1´ 1
C
ď t ď 1 we have
|mnptq| Á ϕp1` 1
n
´ tqp1` 1
n
´ tq´pρ` 12 q,(2.5)
|m˚nptq| Á nρϕp1` 1n ´ tqp1`
1
n
´ tq´ 12 ,
(ii) for ´1 ď t ď ´1` 1
C
and for each k “ 0, 1 we have
|mpkqn ptq| À φp1` 1n ` tqp1`
1
n
` tq´pρ`k` 12 q,(2.6)
|m˚pkqn ptq| À nρφp1` 1n ` tqp1`
1
n
` tq´pk` 12 q.
and the weaker estimates without φ also hold true for k “ 2. Then
ENpn “ ENrnp1´ 1{C, 1` 1{Cq `Op1q
and in particular there are constants C1, C2 ą 0 such that
C1 log n`Op1q ď ENpn ď C2 log n`Op1q.
Furthermore if for some C we have cj “ pC ` op1qqjρ as j Ñ 8 then we could
take C1, C2 to be
1`?2ρ`1
2pi
` op1q. In particular, if c2j is a generalized polynomial of
j then we could take C1 “ C2 “ 1`
?
2ρ`1
2pi
.
Now, it was shown in [4] that ENrnp1 ´ 1{C, 1 ` 1{Cq grows like log n, and
furthermore if cj “ pC ` op1qqjρ then ENrnp1 ´ 1{C, 1 ` 1{Cq “ 1`
?
2ρ`1
2pi
log n `
oplog nq, and the error term could also be improved to Op1q if c2j is a generalized
polynomial of j. Thus, Corollary 3 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1
and (2.2).
We now discuss the proof of Theorem 3. From the given assumption it follows
that bj are of the same sign for j Á 1, so without loss of generality we may assume
that bj ą 0 for j Á 1. Now, using bj Á jρ2 and ρ2 ą ρ ´ 1{2 one may show that
mnptq dominates rnptq near 1. Indeed, by elementary computations (see Lemma 1),
for t P r1´ 1{C, 1s we have
mnptq Á p1` 1
n
´ tq´pρ2`1q Á p1` 1
n
´ tqaV arrrnptqs,
m˚nptq Á nρ2p1` 1n ´ tq
´1 Á p1` 1
n
´ tqaV arrrn˚ptqs.
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We now show that mn is dominated by rn near ´1. To see this, let k ě 0 and we
use discrete integration by parts to write
pk!q´1mpkqn ptq “ bkp1`t`¨ ¨ ¨`tn´kq`
nÿ
j“k`1
´ˆj
k
˙
bj´
ˆ
j ´ 1
k
˙
bj´1
¯
ptj´k`¨ ¨ ¨`tn´kq
and uniformly over j1 ď j2 we have tj1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tj2 “ Op1q for ´1 ď t ď ´1 ` 1C .
On the other hand, using the given hypothesis we may estimateˆ
j
k
˙
bj ´
ˆ
j ´ 1
k
˙
bj´1 “
ˆ
j
k
˙
pbj ´ bj´1q ` bj´1
ˆ
j ´ 1
k ´ 1
˙
“ Oppj ` 1qρ1`kq `Oppj ` 1qρ`k´1q.
Without loss of generality we may assume ρ1 ą ρ´ 1. Since |t|k „ 1, we obtain
|mpkqn ptq| À
ÿ
j
pj ` 1qρ1`k|t|j À p1´ |t| ` 1
n
q´pρ1`k`1q
À p1` 1
n
´ |t|q
b
V arrrpkqn ptqs,
where  “ ρ´ ρ1 ´ 12 ą 0.
Similarly, for mn˚ we may estimate, with the assistance of Lemma 1,
pk!q´1m˚pkqn ptq “ bn´kp1` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tn´kq `
`
nÿ
j“k`1
´ˆj
k
˙
bn´j ´
ˆ
j ´ 1
k
˙
bn´j`1
¯
ptj´k ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tn´kq
À
ÿ
j
pj ` 1qkpn´ 1` jqρ1 |t|j `
ÿ
j
pj ` 1qk´1pn` 1´ jqρ|t|j
À nρ1p1` 1
n
´ |t|q´k´1 ` nρp1` 1
n
´ |t|q´k
À p1´ |t| ` 1
n
q
b
V arrr˚pkqn ptqs.
Thus Theorem 3 follows from Corollary 3.
3. Correlation functions: background and main estimates
In this section, we summarize our main results about correlation functions for
pn and pn˚. These estimates are key ingredients in the proof of Theorem 1 and the
proof for these estimates will be presented in subsequent sections.
We first recall some background about correlation functions, following [33, 4].
While there is a more general theory of correlation functions for random point
processes, see for instance [10], our discussion will specialize to the context of the
roots of random polynomials. Let Z denote the multi-set of the (complex) roots
of pn, where a root of multiplicity m will be identified as m different elements.
For k ě 1, we say that a Borel measure dσ on Ck is the k-point correlation mea-
sure for the (complex) roots of pn if the following equality holds for any continuous
and compactly supported function φ : Ck Ñ C:
E
ÿ
α1,...,αkPZ
φpα1, . . . , αkq “
ˆ
zPCk
φpzqdσpzq.
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Here, the summation on the left hand side (inside the expectation) is over all
ordered k-tuples of different elements of Z. The existence of such a measure
is a simple application of the Riesz representation theorem. In the literature,
it is common (see e.g. [33]) to define the k-point correlation function as the
density of dσ with respect to the Lebesque measure (which exists for instance in
Gaussian settings [10] or more generally smooth distributions), here we will work
with correlation measures to allow for more generality.
When pn is a real polynomial (i.e. with real-valued coefficients), the set of
complex zeros for pn is symmetric with respect to the real line, and there may be a
nontrivial probability that pn has at least one real root. Thus, for such polynomials
we will define the mixed complex-real correlation measures for the roots as follows.
Let m ě 1 and k ě 0 and let dσ be a measure on Rm ˆ pCzRqk. We say dσ is the
pm, kq-point correlation measure for Z if the following two conditions hold:
(i) dσ is symmetric under complex conjugations: for any measurable A Ă Rmˆ
pCzRqk, it holds that ρpAq “ ρpA1q where A1 is one of the k sets obtained from A
by taking conjugate in one fixed coordinate;
(ii) for any compactly supported continuous φ : Rm ˆ Ck Ñ C we have
E
ÿ
αiPZXR
ÿ
βjPZXC`
φpα1, . . . , αm, β1, . . . , βkq “
ˆ
pw,zqPRmˆCk`
φpw, zqdσpw, zq.
Here, the summations on the left hand side are over ordered tuples of different
elements of Z. If dσ has a density with respect to the Lebesgue measure, such
density is classically called the pm, kq-point correlation function [33], which will
then be invariant under taking complex conjugation of any variable.
We now define the admissible local sets where comparison estimates for the
correlation measures will be proved. These are sets where the expected number of
complex roots for pn could be as small as a bounded constant Op1q. For random
polynomials with centered-coefficients, the structure of these sets is well-known
and has been exploited by previous authors, here we will use the same structure
for random polynomials with non-centered coefficients, following [4].
Let δ ą 0 that may depend on n. Define
Ipδq “
#
tz P C : 1´ 2δ ď |z| ď 1´ δu, δ ě 1
10n
;
tz P C : 1´ 1
2n
ď |z| ď 1` 1
2n
u, δ ă 1
10n
;
(3.1)
Define IRpδq “ Ipδq X R and define IC`pδq “ Ipδq X C`.
Let pn˚pzq :“ znpnp1{zq be the reciprocal polynomial of pn.
Below, we say that two (possibly complex valued) random variables ξj and rξj
have matching moments to up to second order if
ERepξjqαImpξjqβ “ EReprξjqαImprξjqβ(3.2)
for any 0 ď α, β ď 2 such that α ` β ď 2. Note that if one of ξj, rξj is real valued
then this matching condition will force the other to be real-valued. The Gaussian
analogue of pnpzq “ řjpbj`cjξjqzj if Gj is defined to be pn,Gpzq “ řjpbj`cjGjqzj
whereG0, . . . , Gn are independent Gaussian andGj and ξj have matching moments
up to the second order.
Our main result about the mixed complex-real pm, kq-point correlation functions
for the roots of pn is stated below, here m ě 1 and k ě 0. In Theorem 6, we
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consider a real random polynomials whose coefficients satisfy Condition 1, and we
let dσ and dσ˚ denote the pm, kq-point correlation measures for the roots of pn
and pn˚. The Gaussian analogues of these two correlation measures will be denoted
by dσG and dσG˚.
In the following, it is understood that all implicit constants may depend on the
implicit constants in Condition 1.
Theorem 6. Given 0 ă c ă rc ă 1, we could find C1, α1 ą 0 such that the fol-
lowing holds for any 1
n
À δ ď 1
C1
and any px, zq “ pz1, . . . , zm, zm`1, . . . , zm`kq P
IRpδqm ˆ IC`pδqk:
Let φδ be supported on BRp0, cδqmˆBCp0, cδqk such that as a function on Rm`2k
it is in C3k`2 and furthermore sup |Bαφδ| ď δ´|α| up to order |α| ď 3k ` 2.
Let J Ă IRpδq ` p´rcδ,rcδq be such that for any 1 ď j ď m ` k the following
holds4:
‚ if signpRepzjqq ě 0 and |Impzjq| ď rcδ then p|zj| ´ rcδ, |zj| ` rcδq Ă J .
‚ if signpRepzjqq ă 0 and |Impzjq| ď rcδ then p´|zj| ´ rcδ,´|zj| ` rcδq Ă J .
(i) Assume that |m2n| À
a
V arrr2ns uniformly on J , or |mn| ą C1| logp1 ` 1n ´
|t|q|1{2aV arrrns for all t P J . Thenˆ
RmˆCk`
φδpy ´ x,w ´ zqrdσpy, wq ´ dσGpy, wqs “ Opδα1q.
(ii) Assume that |m˚2n| À
a
V arrrn˚2s uniformly on J , or |mn˚| ą C1| logp1` 1n ´
|t|q|1{2aV arrrn˚s for all t P J . Thenˆ
RmˆCk`
φδpy ´ x,w ´ zqrdσ˚py, wq ´ dσ˚Gpy, wqs “ Opδα1q.
Our proof will use the following result for the k-point complex correlation func-
tions, where k ě 1. In Theorem 7, we consider a (possibly complex valued) random
polynomial pn whose coefficients satisfy Condition 1. Below we let dσ and dσ
˚
denote the k-point correlation measures for the zeros of pn and pn˚, and let dσG
and dσG˚ be their Gaussian analogues.
Theorem 7. Given any 0 ă c ă 1, we could find constants C1, α1 ą 0 such that
the following holds for any 1
n
À δ ď 1
C1
and any z P Ipδqk:
Let φδ be supported on BCp0, cδqk such that as a function on R2k it is C3k`2 and
furthermore sup |Bαφδ| ď δ´|α| up to order |α| ď 3k ` 2.
Then ˆ
Ck
φδpw ´ zqrdσpwq ´ dσGpwqs “ Opδα1q,
ˆ
Ck
φδpw ´ zqrdσ˚py, wq ´ dσ˚Gpy, wqs “ Opδα1q.
4Note that the interval J “ IRpδq ` p´rcδ,rcδq has this property, although in the applications
we may work with much thinner intervals (which is allowed if rc is small).
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Our Theorem 7 slightly generalizes [4, Theorem 2.3]. Here we point out an
example outside the scope of [4]. Recall that in [4, Theorem 2.3] it is assumed that
pnpzq “ c0ξ0`c1ξ1z`¨ ¨ ¨`cnξnzn where ξj are independent with unit variance (but
could have nonzero means). In our setting, with pnpzq “ a0`a1z`¨ ¨ ¨`anzn, if aj
is a nonzero constant with probability 1 (which is allowed to happen for j “ Op1q
or j ě n´Op1q according to Condition 1) then it is not possible to write aj “ cjξj
where ξj of variance 1.
We will prove Theorem 7 using an adaptation of the proof of [4, Theorem 2.3].
We take this as an opportunity to provide a more streamlined presentation of the
argument in [4], in particular in the proof we will prove new estimates involving
log integrability of random polynomials and bounds on the local number of roots,
which could be of independent interests.
4. Local anti-concentration inequalities
In this section we will prove several anti-concentration inequalities for random
polynomials whose coefficients satisfy Condition 1. We will use these estimates
later in the proof of Theorem 7. Below, let qn “ pn ` 1q´ρpn˚ be the normalized
reciprocal polynomial for pn. Recall that
Ipδq “
#
tz P C : 1´ 2δ ď |z| ď 1´ δu, if δ ě 1
10n
;
tz P C : 1´ 1
2n
ď |z| ď 1` 1
2n
u, if δ ă 1
10n
.
Our first set of estimates is contained the following theorem:
Theorem 8. Let 0 ď c ă 1. Then there are constants C1, α1 ą 0 such that the
following holds for any 1
n
À δ ď 1
C1
and any |z| P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq and any t ą 0:
sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď tq À ptδρqα1 ` e´α1nδ,(4.1)
sup
u
Pp|qnpzq ´ u| ď tq À tα1 ` e´α1nδ,(4.2)
Now, if δ « 1{n then Theorem 8 does not give us much information: the right
hand sides of (4.1) and (4.2) are now comparable to 1, therefore these estimates
hold automatically. In this range of δ, the following set of estimates is more useful.
Below, let log`pxq “ maxp0, log xq.
Theorem 9. Let 0 ď c ă 1. Then there is a constant C1 ą 0 such that the
following holds for any 1
n
À δ ď 1
C1
and any |z| P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq and any t ą 0:
sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď tq À n´1{2 ` δ1{2 log´1{2` p 1tδρ q,(4.3)
. sup
u
Pp|qnpzq ´ u| ď tq À n´1{2 ` δ1{2 log´1{2` p1t q.(4.4)
As a corollary of Theorem 8 and Theorem 9, we obtain
Corollary 4. Let 0 ď c ă 1. Then there is a constant C1 ą 0 such that the
following holds for any 1
n
À δ ď 1
C1
and any |z| P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq: for any
0 ă α2 ă 12 there is a constant C2 such that
Pplog |pnpzq| ď ´C2| log δ|q À δα2 .
Pplog |qnpzq| ď ´C2| log δ|q À δα2 .
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Proof of Corollary 4. Below we only prove the claimed estimate for log |pn|, and
the same argument specialized to the case ρ “ 0 can be applied to log |qn|. Using
Theorem 8 and Theorem 9, for any λ ą 0 we have
Pplog |pnpzq| ď pρ´ λq| log δ|q À minpδα1λ ` e´α1nδ, n´1{2 ` λ´1{2p δ| log δ| q
1{2q.
Thus, for any δ P rα2
α1
logn
n
, 1
C1
s we have
P plog |pnpzq| ď ´pα2
α1
´ ρq| log δ|q À δα2 ` e´α2 logn À δα2 .
On the other hand, for any 1
n
À δ ď α2
α1
logn
n
we have
P plog |pnpzq| ď ´pα2
α1
´ ρq| log δ|q À n´1{2 ` δ1{2| log δ|´1{2 À δα2 .

4.1. Proof of Theorem 8. Recall that pnpzq “ řjpbj ` cjξjqzj. Using Condi-
tion 1, we may find j0 ě 0 and M0 ą 0 such that
|cj| ďM0p1` jqρ(4.5)
for all j, while |cj| ěM´10 p1` jqρ for j0 ď j ď n´ j0.
We first prove (4.1). Since the left hand side of (4.1) is Op1q, we may assume
without loss of generality that δ ą B
n
for a large absolute constant B. In particular,
we will have 1´ p2` cqδ ď |z| ď 1´ p1´ cqδ, thus |z|N ď p1´ p1´ cqδqN .
Now, there is a constant c1 ą 0 depending only on c such that p1´p1´cqδq1{δ ă
1´ c1 for all δ ą 0. Therefore, we may choose j0 ď N « 1{δ such that |z|N is very
small. In particular, we may choose such N so that |z|N ă 2´pρ`2qM´20 . Now,
observe that, thanks to (4.5),
|ckN{cpk`1qN | ě 2´pρ`1qM´20
for any 1 ď k ď pn´ j0q{N . Therefore,
|cNzN | ě 2|c2Nz2N | ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě 2`´1|c`Nz`N |(4.6)
for any 1 ď ` ď rn´j0
N
s « nδ.
We now recall the following anti-concentration bound:
Claim 1. Let 0, C0 ą 0. Then there are constants α2, C2 ą 0 such that the
following holds for any ` ě 1: If ξ1, . . . , ξ` are independent with zero mean and
unit variance satisfying E|ξj|2`0 ă C0, then for any lacunary sequence |d1| ě
2|d2| ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě 2`´1|d`| we have:
sup
u
Pp|
mÿ
j“1
djξj ´ u| ď |d`|q ď C2e´α2`.
For a proof of this now-standard bound, see e.g. [33, Lemma 9.2] or [4, Lemma
4.2]. We apply the above anti-concentration bound to dj “ cjNzjN and to the
random variables ξN , . . . , ξp`´1qN . By absorbing the remaining terms in pnpzq into
the concentration point u, it follows that
sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď |c`Nz`N |q “ Ope´α2`q,(4.7)
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for any 1 ď ` ď `N :“ rpn´ j0q{N s. To obtain the desired estimate (4.1) from this
inequality, we will choose ` to depend on t, and this choice is explained below.
First, note that |z|1{δ ě p1´p2` cqδq1{δ, which is uniformly bounded away from
0 and since N « 1{δ, we may find a constant α3 ą 0 such that |zN | ě e´α2{2. It
follows that
|c`Nz`N | Á p`Nqρe´α3`{2 Á Nρe´α3` Á δ´ρe´α3`
For convenience, let C3 ą 0 be such that |c`Nz`N | ě 1C3 δ´ρe´α3`. We then let ` to
be the integer such that
1
C3
e´α3p``1q ď tδρ ă 1
C3
e´α3`.
Now, since the left hand side of (4.1) is Op1q we may assume without loss of
generality that ` ě 1. To check that this ` will lead us to (4.1), we divide the
consideration into two cases:
Case 1: 1 ď ` ď `N .
It follows from the above constraint on ` that e´` “ Opptδρq1{α3q. In this range
of ` we may use (4.7), and obtain
sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď tq ď Pp|pnpzq| ď 1
C3
δ´ρe´α3`q
ď sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď |c`Nz`N |q
À e´α2` “ Opptδρqα2{α3q.
Thus by ensuring α1 ď α2{α3 we obtain (4.1).
Case 2: ` ą `N .
Here (4.7) is not available, however we observe that the LHS of (4.1) is non-
decreasing with respect to t. Therefore, using the case ` “ `N of Case 1, we
obtain
sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď tq ď sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď |c`N z`NN |q À e´α2`N .
Since `N « nδ, the last estimate can be bounded above by Ope´α1nδq for some
α1 ą 0. This completes the proof of (4.1).
We now discuss the proof of (4.2), which will follow the same argument. For
convenience of notation, we let qnpxq “ pe0`d0rξ0q`pe1`d1rξ1qx`¨ ¨ ¨`pen`dnrξnqxn,
where ej “ bn´jpn` 1q´ρ, dj “ cn´jpn` 1q´ρ and rξj “ ξn´j. It is clear that ej À 1
and dj « 1 for j0 ď j ď n{2, therefore we may apply the special case ρ “ 0 of
(4.1) to the random polynomial d0rξ0` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` drn{2srξrn{2sxrn{2s. The desired estimate
for qn then follows by absorbing the other terms into the concentration point u.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 9. Below we only prove (4.3), and (4.4) can be obtained
from (4.3) by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 8 in the last section.
The proof uses the following generalization of a lemma of Erdo¨s (for a proof see
[4, Lemma 4.1]):
Claim 2. Let 0, C0 ą 0. Then there is a constant C ą 0 such that the following
holds for any m ě 1: If ξ1, . . . , ξm are independent and supj E|ξj|2`0 ă C0 then
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for any d1, . . . , dm P C we have
sup
u
Pp|d1ξ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dmξm ´ u| ď min |dj|{Cq ď C{?m.
Let n´j0 ě m ě 2j0, where j0 “ Op1q is such that |cj| is comparable to p1`jqρ
for j0 ď j ď n ´ j0 (thanks to Condition 1). Applying the above estimate to
dj “ cjzj for m{2 ď j ď m, it follows that
sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď min
m{2ďjďm
|cjzj|{Cq “ Op1{?mq
Now, we may choose C ě 1 be sufficiently large such that δ ě 1{pCnq. For any
z P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq, it holds that |z| ě 1´ 2Cδ, therefore
min
m{2ďjďm
|cjzj| Á mρp1´ 2Cδqm Á mρe´2Cmδ Á δ´ρe´3Cmδ.
Collecting estimates, for C ą 0 large enough we will have
sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď 1
C
δ´ρe´Cmδq “ Opm´1{2q,(4.8)
for any integer m P r2j0, n ´ j0s. To obtain the desired estimate (4.3) from this
inequality, we will choose m suitably depending on t ą 0. We will choose m to be
the integer such that
1
C
e´Cpm`1qδ ă tδρ ď 1
C
e´Cmδ.
Now, since the LHS of (4.3) is Op1q, we may assume without loss of generality that
m ě 2j0. To show that this choice would give us (4.3), we divide the consideration
into two cases:
Case 1 : 2j0 ď m ď n ´ j0. For such m we may use (4.8). We note that,
as a consequence of the above constraint on m, we will have mδ Á log`p 1tδρ q.
Consequently,
sup
u
Pp|pnptq ´ u| ď tq À m´1{2 À δ1{2 log´1{2` p 1tδρ q.
Case 2 : m ě n´ j0 ` 1. Here we will use monotonicity of the left hand side of
(4.3) (as a function of t). Since we now have t ă 1
C
δ´ρe´Cpn´j0qδ, it follows that
sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď tq ď sup
u
Pp|pnpzq ´ u| ď 1
C
δ´ρe´Cpn´j0qδq À n´1{2.
This completes our proof of Theorem 9.
5. Logarithmic integrability of random polynomials
This section is devoted to establishing several estimates about the integrability
of log |pn| and log |pn˚|, which will be used to prove bounds for the number of local
real roots of pn in subsequent sections. Throughout this section, we’ll assume that
the coefficients of pn satisfy Condition 1. For convenience, let qn :“ pn` 1q´ρpn˚.
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5.1. Logarithmic integrability on the unit disk. We start with an estimate
about integrability on the unit disk Bp0, 1q “ t|z| ď 1u. We view this as a global
estimate.
Theorem 10. There is an event F of exponentially decaying probability PpF q “
Ope´cnq (for some fixed c ą 0) such that the following holds: for any  ą 0, there
is a constant C “ Cpq such that
Er1F c
ˆ
Bp0,1q
| log |pnpwq||qdws ď pCqqCqnCplog nqp1`qq(5.1)
for all q ě 1, and the analogous estimate also holds for qn.
We note that in Theorem 10 it is important that the implicit constant C does
not depend on q, which could be very large. The exclusion of an exceptional
set of exponentially decaying probability is also important. To see this, suppose
that bj “ 0 for all j, then pnpxq ” 0 on the event F “ tξj “ 0 @ju, which has
an exponentially decaying probability PpF q “ Oppnq if for some fixed p P p0, 1q
we have Ppξj “ 0q ě p for all j. Such event must be excluded to ensure any
integrability for | log |pn|| on Bp0, 1q.
Without loss of generality we may assume that n ě 3 in the proof. Such
condition ensures that the right hand side of (5.1) is a strictly increasing function
of the implicit constant C, which will be convenient in the proof.
The main ingredient in the proof of Theorem 10 is a result of Nazarov-Nishry-
Sodin [24, Corollary 1.2] for random Fourier series, summarized below:
Proposition 1. [24] There is an absolute constant C ą 0 such that the following
holds: Let rpzq “ řj jdjzj where dj are deterministic with řj |dj|2 “ 1 and j
are independent Rademacher random variables. Then for any p ą 0
Er
ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ 1
0
| log |rpreiθq||pdrdθs ď pCpq6p.
Our proof will actually use the following simple extension of Proposition 1.
Lemma 4. There is an absolute constant C ą 0 such that the following holds
for any m : Bp0, 1q Ñ C measurable with M :“ ´ 2pi
0
´ 1
0
|mpreiθq|2drdθ ă 8:
Let rpzq “ řj jdjzj where dj are deterministic with řj |dj|2 “ 1 and j are
independent Rademacher random variables. Then for any p ą 0 we have
E
ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ 1
0
| log |mpreiθq ` rpreiθq||pdrdθ À pCpq7ppM ` 1q.
In Lemma 4, we could in fact replace the constant 7 by any constant bigger
than 6 (for our applications any absolute constant would suffice).
5.1.1. Proof of Lemma 4. To prove Lemma 4, we will use the following crude
estimate. For convenience of notation, let fpzq “ mpzq ` rpzq and let |.| denote
the Lebesgue measure of measurable subsets of r0, 1s ˆ r0, 2pis.
Claim 3. There is an absolute constant C ą 0 such that for any p ą 0 and λ ě 0
we have
E|tpr, θq : log |fpreiθq| ą λu| À p1` λq´ppCpqppM ` 1q
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Indeed, E|tpr, θq : log |mpreiθq ` rpreiθq| ą λu|
À e´2λ
´
E
ˆ ˆ
|mpreiθq|2drdθ ` E
ˆ ˆ
|rpreiθq|2drdθ
¯
À e´2λpM `
ˆ ˆ ÿ
j
|djpreiθqj|2drdθq
À e´2λpM ` 1q.
Now, let h ě 1 be integer such that h´ 1 ă p ď h, we then have
e2λ ě p1` 2λqh{h! ą p1` λqhh´ph´1q
ě p1` λqppp` 1q´p Á p1` λqpp´p.
This competes the proof of Claim 3.
In the proof of Lemma 4, we will use another estimate, which in turn is a
consequence of Proposition 1.
Claim 4. There is an absolute constant C such that for any p ą 0 and λ ě 0 we
have
E|tpr, θq : log |fpreiθq| ă ´λu| À p1` λq´ppCpq6p.
Since the left hand side of the above estimate is always bounded above by 2pi
and since pp ě e´1{e for any p ą 0, we may assume λ ą 1 without any loss of
generality. For such λ, it suffices to show that
E|tpr, θq : log |fpreiθq| ă ´λu| À pλ´ 1
2
ln 2q´ppCpq6p.
Let 1j be iid copies of j, such that 10, . . . , 1n, 0, . . . , n are independent Rademacher
random variables. Let ηj “ pj ´ 1jq{
?
2, which are also independent Rademacher
random variables. We have´
Pplog |fpreiθq| ă ´λq
¯2
“ Pp|mpreiθq ` rpreiθq| ă e´λ, |mpreiθq ` r1preiθq| ă e´λq
ď Pp|rpreiθq ´ r1preiθq| ă 2e´λq
ď pλ´ 1
2
ln 2q´2pE| log |rηpreiθq||2p.(5.2)
Thus, E|tpr, θq : | log |fpreiθq| ă ´λu|
“
ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ 1
0
Pplog |fpreiθq| ă ´λqdrdθ (by Fubini’s theorem)
À
´ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ 1
0
´
Pplog |fpreiθq| ă ´λq
¯2
drdθ
¯1{2
(by Ho¨lder’s inequality)
À pλ´ 1
2
ln 2q´p
´ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ 1
0
E| log |rηpreiθq||2pdrdθ
¯1{2
(by (5.2))
À pλ´ 1
2
ln 2q´ppCpq6p (using Proposition 1 with 2p and choosing a large C).
This completes the proof of Claim 4.
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We are now ready to start the proof of Lemma 4. We combine Claim 4 and
Claim 3 and estimate
E
ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ 1
0
| log |fpreiθq||pdrdθ
“ p
ˆ 8
0
λp´1E|tpr, θq : | log |fpreiθq|| ą λu|dλ
À pM ` 1qp
ˆ 8
0
λp´1p1` λq´7p{6pCpq7pdλ
À pCpq7ppM ` 1q
ˆ 8
0
pp1` λq´p1`p{6qdλ
À pCpq7ppM ` 1q.
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
5.1.2. Proof of Theorem 10. We now start the proof of (5.1) for log |pn|. For
convenience of notation, we denote pn,ξpwq “ řjpbj ` cjξjqwj to keep track of the
dependence of pn on the vector of coefficients ξ “ pξ0, . . . , ξnq. Let
Fξ “ tσpξq ă n´1u, where σpξq “ p
ÿ
j
|cjξj|2q1{2.
We first show that PpF q “ Ope´cnq for some c ą 0. Since ξj are independent and
|cj| « jρ Á n´1{2 for n ´ Op1q ě j ě Op1q, it suffices to show that that there are
constants δ0 ą 0 and p0 ą 0 such that Pp|ξj| ă δ0q ď 1 ´ p0 for all j. This was
proved in Lemma 3.
We now divide the remaining of the proof into two cases: the simpler case when
ξj are symmetric for each j, and the general case where no symmetry is assumed.
Case 1: Symmetric coefficients
Assume that for each j the distributions of ξj and ´ξj are the same.
Let 0, . . . , n be independent Rademacher random variables that are indepen-
dent from ξ0, . . . , ξn, and let rξj “ jξj. Thanks to symmetry, pξ,n has the same
distribution as prξ,n. Note that σpξq “ σprξq, therefore Frξ “ Fξ and is independent
of j. Thus it suffices to show that, for any C ą 0 large enough,
Eξ,r1F cξ
ˆ
Bp0,1
| log |pn,rξpwq||qdws À pCqqCqnCplog nqq.
Note that on the event F cξ we have σpξq ě n´1, which implies | log σpξq| ă
logpn2σpξqq. Conditioning on this event and using Lemma 4, we obtain
Er
ˆ
Bp0,1q
| log |pn,rξ||qs “ Er
ˆ
Bp0,1q
| log |mnpwq `
ÿ
j
cjξjjw
j||qdws
À 2qE
”
| log σpξq|q `
ˆ
Bp0,1q
| log |mnpwq
σpξq `
ÿ
j
cjξj
σpξqjw
j||qdw
ı
À
”
2q logqpn2σpξqq ` pCpq7ppM ` 1q
ı
where M “
ˆ 2pi
0
ˆ 1
0
|mnpre
iθq
σpξq |
2drdθ À n2 sup
wPBp0,1q
|mnpwq|2 À nC ,
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here C depends on ρ. Thus, it remains to show that
Eξrlogqpn2σpξqqs ď pCqqqnC logqpn` 1q
for some C ą 0 (independent of q). This estimate in turn follows from concavity
of logqpxq on peq,8q and Jensen’s inequality:
Eξrlogqpeq ` n2σpξqqs ď logqpEreq ` n2σpξqsq
À logqpeq ` nCq À pCqqqplog nqq.
Case 2: General coefficients.
We now drop the assumption that the distribution of ξj’s are symmetric. To
show (5.1), it suffices to show that, for C “ Cpq ą 0 large enough,
ˆ
Bp0,1q
PpF cξ X t` ď | log |pn,ξpwq|| ď `` 1uqdw(5.3)
À p1` `q´qpCqqCqnCplog nqp1`qq
for any ` ě 0 and any q ě 1. Since the left hand side of (5.3) is Op1q, this
estimate holds trivially for ` “ Op1q. Thus, we will assume below that ` ě 1, in
particular we may replace p1` `q´q by `´q on the right hand side without any loss
of generality.
Now, let c1 “ c{p2qq. We divide the proof of (5.3) into two parts, depending on
whether ` ď ec1n or ` ě ec1n.
Smaller `’s: For ` ď ec1n, we have `´q ě e´cn{2, thus it suffices to show that
ˆ
Bp0,1q
Pp| log |pn,ξpwq|| ě `qdw À e´cn{2 ` `´qpCqqCqnCplog nqq.(5.4)
Now, t| log |pn,ξpwq|| ě `qu “ tlog |pn,ξpwq| ě `qu Y tlog |pn,ξpwq| ď ´`qu, and
ˆ
Bp0,1q
Pplog |pn,ξpwq| ě `qdw À e´2`
ˆ
Bp0,1q
E|pn,ξpwq|2dw
À e´2`nC À `´qpCqqqnC .
Thus, it remains to show that
´
Pplog |pn,ξpwq| ď ´`q is bounded by the right
hand side of (5.4).
Let rξj be iid copy of ξj that are independent of each other and of other ξj’s.
Let ηj “ 1?2pξj ´ rξjq, then ηj is symmetric with mean zero and variance 1. We
also have E|ηj|2`0 “ OpC0q uniform over j, thanks to Condition 1. One could
easily show that PpFηq “ Ope´cnq (with the same c as in the estimate for PpFξq,
although this it not important - we could refine the constant c for Fξ so that these
two exceptional sets share the same constant from the beginning of the proof).
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Now, using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we obtainˆ
Bp0,1q
Pplog |pn,ξpwq| ď ´`qdw
À p
ˆ
Bp0,1q
Pplog |pn,ξpwq|, log |pn,rξpzq| ď ´`qdwq1{2
À p
ˆ
Bp0,1q
Pplog |pn,ηpwq| ď ´`` 1
2
ln 2qdwq1{2
À e´cn{2 ` p
ˆ
Bp0,1q
PpF cη X tlog |pn,ηpwq| ď ´`` 12 ln 2uqdwq
1{2
À e´cn{2 ` p`´ 1
2
ln 2q´q
´
Er1F cη
ˆ
Bp0,1q
| log |pn,ηpwq|2qdws
¯1{2
.
Let C be sufficiently large, then using the known estimates for the symmetric case,
which applies to pη,n and 2q, we may generously estimate the last display by
À e´cn{2 ` p`{2q´qp2CqqCqnC{2plog nqq.
This completes the proof of (5.3) for this range of `.
Larger j’s: For ` ě ec1n, we proceed as follows. Let 0, . . . , n be independent
Rademacher random variables that are independent from ξj’s. Let rξj “ jξj and
consider the symmetrized variant of pn,ξ, namely
pn,rξpzq :“
ÿ
j
pbj ` cjjξjqzj
Using Ho¨lder’s inequality, for any p, q ě 1 we haveˆ
Bp0,1q
PpF cξ X t` ď | log |pn,ξpwq|| ď `` 1uqdw
À `´p1`qq
´
Eξr1F cξ
ˆ
Bp0,1q
| log |pn,ξpwq||p1`qpqdws
¯1{p
ď `´p1`qq2pn`1q{ppEξEr1F cξ
ˆ
Bp0,1q
| log |prξ,npwq||p1`qpqdwsq1{p
Here, in the last estimate we used the fact that pn,ξ is equal to pn,rξ with proba-
bility 2´pn`1q. Observe that Fξ “ Frξ. Thus, using the (known) estimate for the
symmetric case, we can further estimate the last display by
À `´p1`qq2n{p
´
pCpqqCpqnCplog nqp1`qpq
¯1{p
“ `´p1`qq2n{ppCpqqCqnC{pplog nqp1`qq.
Since `q ě ec1nq “ ecn{2, it follows that by taking p ě maxp1, pcq´1 ln 4q we have
`´q2n{p ď 1 and we obtain the desired estimate.
This completes the proof of the desired estimate (5.1) for log |pn| of Theorem 10.
We now discuss the proof for the analogous estimate for log |qn|. For convenience
of notation, let pn˚pxq “
ř
jpb˚j`cj˚ rξjqxj where bj˚ “ bn´j, cj˚ “ cn´j, and rξj “ ξn´j.
In particular, mn˚pxq “
ř
j bj˚x
j. We similarly let
F ˚ξ “ tpn` 1q´ρσ˚pξq ă n´1u
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where σ˚pξq “ přj |cj˚ rξj|2q1{2. Using Condition 1, we have |cj˚ | « pn ` 1qρ for
Op1q ď j ď n{2, therefore by the same argument as before we obtain PpFξ˚ q “
Ope´cnq for some c ą 0. Now, the proof of the symmetric case is entirely the same
as before once we verify that on Fξ˚ it holds thatˆ 2pi
0
ˆ 1
0
|mn˚pre
iθq
σ˚pξq |
2drdθ “ OpnCq.
But this is clear using Condition 1. Finally, the proof of the general case follows
from the symmetric case as long as we could verify that
´
Bp0,1q E|qnpwq|2 “ OpnCq,
which again is clear from Condition 1.
5.2. Logarithmic integrability on local sets. In this section we will prove a
probabilistic upper bound regarding the local integrability of log |pn| and log |qn|
where qn “ pn ` 1q´ρpn˚. This is an estimate on a ball of radius comparable to
the scale δ with center near Ipδq. All implicit constants below may depend on the
implicit constants in Condition 1.
Theorem 11. Let 0 ď c, c1 ă 1 be such that c ` c1 ă 1 and let C1 ą 0 be big
enough depending on c, c1. Then for any α0 P p0, 1{2q and 1n À δ ď 1C1 and
z P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq there is an event F with probability Opδα0q such that the
following estimate holds uniformly over 1 ď p ă 8:
1F c
ˆ
Bpz,c1δq
| log |pnpwq||pdw ď pCpqpδ2| log δ|2p,
and the analogous estimate also holds if we replace pn by qn “ pn` 1q´ρpn˚.
As a consequence Theorem 11, we obtain
Er1F c
ˆ
Bpz,c1δq
| log |pnpwq||pdws ď pCpqpδ2| log δ|2p,
(and the analogous estimate for qn), which is reminiscent of Theorem 10.
Using Lemma 1, we have the following probabilistic estimates for log |pn|:
Lemma 5. Let 0 ď c ă 1. For 1
n
À δ ă 1
5
it holds for any  ą 0 and s P R that
Pp sup
|w|PIpδq`p´cδ,cδq
log |pnpwq| ą sq À e´2sδ´2pρ`1`q,
Pp sup
|w|PIpδq`p´cδ,cδq
log |qnpwq| ą sq À e´2sδ´2p1`q.
Proof of Lemma 5. Recall that pnpwq “ a0`a1w`¨ ¨ ¨`anwn and E|aj|2 “ Opp1`
jq2ρq thanks to Condition 1. Using Lemma 1 and Cauchy-Schwartz, for any  ą 0
and w P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq we have
|pnpwq| À p
nÿ
j“0
p1` jq2ρ`1`2|w|2jq1{2p
nÿ
j“0
p1` jq´2ρ´1´2|aj|2q1{2
À δ´pρ`1`qp
nÿ
j“0
p1` jq´2ρ´1´2|aj|2q1{2.
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Since Epřnj“0p1` jq´2ρ´1´2|aj|2q “ Opřjě0p1` jq´1´2q “ Op1q, we obtain
Er sup
|z|PIpδq`p´δ{2,δ{2q
|pnpzq|2s À δ´2pρ`1`q.
The desired probabilistic estimate for log |pn| then follows immediately.
Now, the proof of the claimed probabilistic estimate for log |qn| is similar. For
convenience of notation, let M “ přnj“0pn`1´jq´2ρp1`jq´1´2|an´j|2q1{2. Using
Cauchy Schwarz and Lemma 1 we have, for  ą 0 and w P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq:
|qnpwq| À pn` 1q´ρ
´ nÿ
j“0
pn` 1´ jq2ρp1` jq1`2|w|2j
¯1{2
M
À δ´p1`qM.
Again, ErM2 s À
řn
j“0p1` jq´1´2 “ Op1q, and the desired estimate follows imme-
diately. 
5.2.1. Proof of Theorem 11. We will only show the proof for the claimed estimate
for log |pn|, and the same argument works for log |qn|. Fix z P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq.
Let C1 ą 0 be big enough so that Corollary 4 holds.
Thanks Corollary 4, we may assume that
log |pnpzq| ě ´C2| log δ|(5.5)
for some C2 ą 0 large. Let c2 P pc1, 1 ´ cq. Then for w P Bpz, c2δq we have
|w| P Ipδq`p´pc`c2qδ, pc`c2qδq, so thanks to Lemma 5, it holds with probability
1´Opδα0q that
sup
wPBpz,c2δq
log |pnpwq| ď C3| log δ|(5.6)
for C3 ą 0 large.
Below, we will condition on the event where (5.5) and (5.6) hold, on which we
will show that
pδ´2
ˆ
Bpz,c1δq
| log |pnpwq||pdwq1{p À p| log δ|2.
Now, the integrand | log |pn|| will blowup near the zeros of pn, however only
logarithmically. The above assumptions on log |pn| will ensure that there are not
many such zeros near z, and the main part of the argument is to control the
zero-free part of pn using properties of subharmonic functions.
More specifically, let ` :“ NpnpBpz, c2δqq be the number of zeros of pn in
Bpz, c1δq. As a consequence of Jensen’s formula, we have
` Àc1,c2 p sup
wPBpz,c2δq
log |pnpwq| ´ log |pnpzq|q À | log δ|,
Now, let u1, . . . , u` be the zeros of pn in Bpz, c1δq. Let Qnpwq “ pnpwq{ppw ´
u1q . . . pw ´ u`qq, this is a (random) polynomial having no zeros inside Bpz, c1δq,
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we view Qn as the zero-free part of pn. It follows that, for any p ě 1,
pδ´2
ˆ
Bpz,c1δq
| log |pnpwq||pq1{p
ď pδ´2
ˆ
Bpz,c1δq
| log |Qnpwq||pq1{p `
ÿ`
i“1
pδ´2
ˆ
Bpz,c1δq
| log |w ´ ui||pq1{p
À pδ´2
ˆ
Bpz,c1δq
| log |Qnpwq||pq1{p ` `p| log δ|.
Since ` “ Op| log δ|q, it remains to bound the integral involving Qn. In fact,
we will show that | log |Qnpwq|| “ Op| log δ|2q uniformly on Bpz, c1δq, which is a
stronger estimate. To see this, we first show that log |Qn| satisfies inequalities
similar to (5.5) and (5.6). Indeed, note that log |Qnpwq| : Bp0, c2δq Ñ RYt´8u is
a subharmonic function, and by the maximum principle it achieves its maximum
on the boundary. It follows that
sup
wPBpz,c2δq
log |Qnpwq| ď sup
w: |w´z|“c2δ
log |Qnpwq|
ď sup
w: |w´z|“c2δ
log |pnpwq| ` sup
w: |w´z|“c2δ
ÿ`
i“1
log
1
|w ´ ui|
À | log δ| ` `| logpδq| À | log δ|2.
On the other hand, since |z ´ ui| ď c1δ ď 1 for all i “ 1, . . . , `, we also have
log |Qnpzq| “ log |pnpzq| `
ÿ`
i“1
log
1
|z ´ ui| ě log |pnpzq| ě ´C2| log δ|.
Thus we have verified that Qn satisfies inequalities similar to (5.5) and (5.6). Now,
let hpwq :“ C| log δ|2´ log |Qnpwq| for a big constant C such that h is nonnegative
(and harmonic) on Bpz, c2δq. Note that
0 ď hpzq ď C| log δ|2 ` C2| log δ| “ Op| log δ|2q.
Using Harnack’s inequality, for any w P Bpz, c1δq we have
0 ď hpwq ď c
2δ ` c1δ
c2δ ´ c1δhpzq “ Ophpzqq “ Op| log δ|
2q.
It follows that | log |Qnpwq|| ď Op| log δ|2q ` |hpwq| “ Op| log δ|2q for any w P
Bpz, c1δq, as desired.
6. Counting local real roots
In this section, we will use the log integrability estimates and the anti concen-
tration estimates from previous sections to establish several estimates for the local
number of real roots for pn.
For each U Ă C and any function f analytic on a neighborhood of U , let Nf pUq
denote the number of roots of f inside U .
In this section, we assume that the coefficients of pn satisfy Condition 1, and
all implicit constants may depend on the implicit constants in Condition 1.
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Theorem 12. Let 0 ď c, c1 ă 1 be such that c` c1 ă 1. Then there are constants
C1, C2, C3 ą 0 such that the following holds: for any 1n À δ ď 1C1 and any |z| P
Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq and any M ą 0 and any event E we have
Er1ENpnpBpz, c1δqqks Àk,M δM ` | log δ|C2kPpEq.(6.1)
The analogous estimate also holds for Nqn “ Npn˚ . Furthermore, for δ ě C3 log n{n
we could take C2 “ 1.
It follows from Theorem 12 that the number of roots of pn and pn˚ on IRpδq are
at most logarithmic away from Op1q. We state a useful corollary, when Ec “ H.
Corollary 5. Let 0 ď c, c1 ă 1 be such that c ` c1 ă 1. Then there are constant
s C1, C2, C3 ą 0 such that for any 1n À δ ď 1C1 and any |z| P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq we
have
ErNpnpBpz, c1δqqks Àk | log δ|C2k.(6.2)
Furthermore, for δ ě C3 log n{n we could take C2 “ 1.
We will divide the proof of Theorem 12 into two cases, depending on whether δ
is small or large. More specifically, we will consider first δ ě C3 log n{n for some
sufficiently large constant C3, this is the large scale setting. Then we will consider
the case when 1
n
À δ À log n{n and refer to this as the small scale setting.
6.1. Larger scales. We will use the following sublevel set estimate.
Lemma 6. Let 0 ď c, c1 ă 1 be such that c ` c1 ă 1. Let C ą 0 be sufficiently
large. Let δ P rC logn
n
, 1
C
s and assume that |z| P Ipδq ` p´cδ, cδq. Then uniformly
over λ ą C| log δ| we have
PpNpnpBpz, c1δqq ą λq À e´λ{C ` e´nδ{C ,
PpNqnpBpz, c1δqq ą λq À e´λ{C ` e´nδ{C .
Let C3 be large compared to the constant C from Lemma 6. Using Lemma 6 ,
we will prove (6.1) for δ ą C3 log n{n. We will only show the details for Npn , the
same argument could be applied to Nqn . Now, for brevity let N “ NpnpBpz, c1δqq
and F “ tN ě C3| log δ|u. Since N ď n trivially, we obtain
EpNk1F q “ k
ˆ
tą0
tkPpN1F ą tqdt
t
À
ˆ
tÀ| log δ|
tkPpF qdt
t
`
ˆ
| log δ|ÀtÀn
tkre´nδ{C ` e´t{Csdt
t
À | log δ|kPpF q ` nke´nδ{C `
ˆ
tÁ| log δ|
tk´1e´t{Cdt
À | log δ|kpδC3{C ` n´C3{Cq ` nk´C3{C ` δC3{p4Cq ÀM δM
if C3 is sufficiently larger than CM . It follows that
EpNk1Eq À | log δ|kPpEq ` EpNk1F q
À | log δ|kPpEq ` δM , as desired.
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6.1.1. Proof of Lemma 6. Let c2 P pc1, 1´ cq. Using Jensen’s formula, we have
NpnpBpz, c1δqq ď sup
wPBpz,c2δq
log |pnpwq| ´ log |pnpzq|
therefore PpNpnpBpz, c1δqq ą λq ď
ď Pp sup
wPBpz,c2δq
log |pnpwq| ą λ{2q ` Pp|pnpzq| ď e´λ{2q.(6.3)
For the first term on the right hand side of (6.3), we apply Lemma 5 with
s “ λ{2 and note that e2s is a lot larger than any given power of p1{δq.
For the second term on the right hand side of (6.3), we use Theorem 8 with
t “ e´λ{2 and use the assumption that λ ě C logp1{δq (where C is very large) to
get the desired estimate.
The proof for Nqn is entirely similar.
6.2. Smaller scales. We now consider the smaller (and more critical) range 1
n
À
δ À logn
n
. Here we will use Theorem 10 (from Section 5) about the log integrability
of pn and qn, which shows that there is an event F with probability PpF q “ Ope´cnq
such that for any q ě 1 we have
Er1F c
ˆ
Bp0,1q
| log |pnpwq||qdws À pCqqCqnCplog nqC1q,(6.4)
where C is sufficiently large and C 1 ą 1 could be arbitrarily close to 1, and the
analogous estimate also holds for log |qn|. We will use these estimates to show the
desired estimates for log |pn| in this range of δ, and the argument for log |qn| is
entirely similar.
To start, note that ErNpnpBpz, c1δqqk1EXF s À nkPpF q “ Opnke´cnq
which is OMpδMq for any M ą 0. Thus, we may assume without loss of generality
that E Ă F c. For convenience, denote U “ Bpz, c1δq and Ω :“ Bpz, c2δq where
c2 P pc1, 1 ´ cq. Let φ be a smooth function such that 1Bp0,c1q ď φ ď 1Bp0,c2q and
let φδp.q “ φp.{δq denote the L8-preserving dilation of φ. We now use Green’s
formula
φp0q “ ´ 1
2pi
ˆ
C
plog |w|q∆φpwqdw
where dw is the Lebesgue measure on C. It follows that
NpnpUq ď
ÿ
αPZ
φδpz ´ αq “ ´ 1
2pi
ˆ
C
plog |pnpwq|q∆φδpzj ´ wqdw
therefore NpnpUq À δ´2
ˆ
Ω
| log |pnpwq||dw.
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Consequently, using Ho¨lder’s inequality, the following holds for any p ě 1
ErNpnpUqk1Es À δ´2kEr1Ep
ˆ
Ω
| log |pn||qks
À δ´2kPpEq1´1{p
´
Er1Ep
ˆ
Ω
| log |pnpwq||dwqkps
¯1{p
À δ´2kPpEq1´1{p
´
|Ω|kp´1Er1E
ˆ
Ω
| log |pnpwq||kpdws
¯1{p
.
Recall that E Ă F c. Therefore, using (6.4) for q “ kp, we obtain
ErNpnpUqk1Es À δ´2kPpEq1´1{p|Ω|k´
1
p pCkpqCknC{p logC1k n
Àk δ´2{pPpEq1´1{ppCknC{pplog nqC1k.
Choosing p “ log n « logp1{δq, then δ´1{p “ Op1q and n1{p “ Op1q, therefore
ErNpnpUqk1Es À PpEq1´
1
p | log δ|pC`C1qk.
Now, if PpEq ď δ2M , then it is clear that the last right hand side is OpδMq. If
PpEq ě δ2M then it is clear that PpEq1{p Á 1, consequently
ErNpnpUq1Es À PpEq| log δ|pC`C1qk.
This completes the proof of Theorem 12.
7. Lindeberg swapping and Tao-Vu replacement estimates
Our goal in this section is to establish the following result, which is a simple
extension of a replacement estimate in Tao–Vu [33] to non-centered polynomials.
Lemma 7. For any C, , C0 ą 0 there is 0 ă C1 ă 8 so that the following holds.
Let ξ0, . . . , ξn, G0, . . . , Gn be independent with E|ξj|2` ă C and E|Gj|2` ă C
such that ξj and Gj have matching moments up to second order, for at least n´C
indices j. Let δ P p0, 1q, α1 ą 0, w1, . . . , wm P Ipδq, and F : Rm Ñ C be such that
(i) m À δ´α1, and |BβF | ď δ´α1 for |β| ď 3;
(ii) for all 1 ď i ď m and 0 ď j ď n it holds that |cjwji | À δC1α1p
ř
j |cjwji |2q1{2.
Then |EF plog |pn,ξpw1q|, . . . , log |pn,ξpwmq|q
´ EF plog |pn,Gpw1q|, . . . , log |pn,Gpwmq|q| À δC0α1 ,
where the implicit constant may depend on α1, C0, C1, .
Without loss of generality we may assume that Gj are Gaussian for all j. Fol-
lowing [33], we will prove Lemma 7 using the Lindeberg swapping argument. The
following basic estimate captures some ideas of this argument.
Lemma 8 (Basic Lindeberg swapping). Let , C ą 0. Assume that ξ1, . . . , ξn andrξ1, . . . , rξn are independent such that maxj E|ξj|2` ď C and maxj E|rξj|2` ď C.
Assume that ξj and rξj have matching moments up to second order for any j R J0.
Assume that H : Cn Ñ C, such that, as a function on R2n, H P C3. Then for
some rC finite positive depending on C and  we have:
|EHpξ1, . . . , ξnq ´ EHprξ1, . . . , rξnq| ď rC´M1´2 M 3 ` |J0|2{3}H}2{3supM1{33 ¯.
Here viewing as a function on R2n we let Mi :“ řnj“1 řim“0 }pB2j´1qi´mpB2jqmH}sup.
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Proof. Let H1 “ Hpξ1, . . . , ξnq, and let Hj`1 be obtained from Hj by swapping ξj
with rξj. We then estimate the left hand side by řj |EpHj ´Hj´1q|.
Let j R J0. We view Hp. . . , wj, . . . q as a function of Repwjq and Impwjq, denoted
by fj. For convenience, let Mj,i :“ řim“0 }pB1qi´mpB2qmfj}sup.
We consider approximation of fjpx, yq using Taylor expansion around p0, 0q up
to second order terms. By simple interpolation, the error term in this approx-
imation is bounded above Opmaxp|x|2`, |y|2`qM j,3M1´j,2 q. Since ξj and rξj are
independent from the others and have matching moments up to second order and
since E|ξj|2`,E|rξj|2` ď C, it follows from direct examination that
ErHj`1 ´Hjs “ OpM j,3M1´j,2 q.
Summing these estimates over j R J0 and using Ho¨lder’s inequality, we obtainÿ
jRJ0
|ErHj`1 ´Hjs| À p
ÿ
j
Mj,3qp
ÿ
j
Mj,2q1´ “ M 3M1´2 .
Now, let j P J0. Again we view H as a function fj of Repwjq and Impwjq and
approximate it by Taylor expansion around p0, 0q up to first order terms. We sim-
ilarly obtain |ErHj`1´Hjs| ÀMj,1pE|ξj| `E|rξj|q “ OpMj,1q. Using Kolmogorov’s
inequality [18] and a simple application of Ho¨lder’s inequality we obtainÿ
jPJ0
|ErHj`1 ´Hjs| À
ÿ
jPJ0
Mj,1 À
ÿ
jPJ0
M
2{3
j,0 M
1{3
j,3 À |J0|2{3}H}2{3supM1{33 .

We now prove Lemma 7. Let σpzq “ aV arrpn,ξpzqs “ př0ďjďn |cjzj|2q1{2. LetrF : Rm Ñ C be defined by rF pu1, . . . , umq “ F pu1` log σpw1q, . . . , um` log σpwmqq.
Then we also have |Bα rF | À δ´α1 for all partial derivatives of order |α| ď 3.
Let M “ C2 logp1{δq for some large constant C2 ą 0 to be chosen later.
We perform a decomposition of rF “ F1`F2 where F1 “ φ rF and F2 “ p1´φq rF ,
where φ is constructed below. Then φ : Rm Ñ R is a smooth function supported
on tpx1, . . . , xmq P Rm : minxj ě ´pM ` 1qu and equals 1 on tpx1, . . . , xmq P Rm :
minxj ě ´Mu, such that }Bαφ}8 À m|α| for any multi-index α.
We plan to apply Lemma 8 to
Hpξ0, . . . , ξnq “ F1plog fpw1q, . . . , log fpwmqq, fpzq :“ |pnpzq|{σpzq,
Now, |BαF1| À m3δ´α1 À δ´4α1 for |α| ď 3. Via explicit computations,
B
BRepξkq log |fpzq| “ Rep
ckz
k
pnpzqq,
B
BImpξkq log |fpzq| “ ´Imp
ckz
k
pnpzqq.
Now, on the support of F1 we have | ckw
k
j
pnpwjq | À e
M
|ckwkj |
σpwjq . Thus, for x, y P
tRepξkq, Impξkqu we have
|p BBxqp
B
By qH| À
mÿ
`,j“1
|pB`BjqF1|| ckw
k
j
pnpwjq ||
ckw
k
`
pnpw`q | `
mÿ
j“1
|BjF1| |ckw
k
j |2
|pnpwjq|2
À e2Mδ´4α1
mÿ
`,j“1
| ckw
k
j
σpwjq ||
ckw
k
`
σpw`q |
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Summing over k and using Cauchy Schwartz, we obtain
M2 À e2Mδ´4α1
mÿ
`,j“1
p
nÿ
k“1
|ckwkj |2
σpwjq2 q
1{2p
nÿ
k“1
|ckwk` |2
σpw`q2 q
1{2 À e2Mδ´6α1 .
Similarly, we estimate the third partial derivatives for H and use these estimates
to bound M3. Here we will arrive at trilinear sums, so using the assumption
|cjwjk{σpwkq| “ OpδC1α1q we eventually obtain
M3 À δ´4α1e3M
ÿ
`,j,h
ÿ
k
| ckw
k
j
σpwjq ||
ckw
k
`
σpw`q ||
ckw
k
h
σpwhq | À e
3MδpC1´7qα1 .
Now, we may assume  ď 1. Via Lemma 8, we have the generous bound
|EF1plog fpw1q, . . . q ´ EF1plog fGpw1q, . . . q| À e3MδpC1´11qα1 .
We now reset Hpξ0, . . . , ξnq :“ p1 ´ φqplog fpw1q, . . . , log fpwmqq. The partial
derivatives of p1´φq areOp1q and are supported in minplog fpw1q, . . . , log fpwmqq ě
´M ´ 1. Consequently, via the same consideration as before, we obtain
|E
”
F2plog fpw1q, . . . , log fpwmqq
ı
| À Erδ´α1Hpξ0, . . . , ξnqs
À |Erδ´α1HpG0, . . . , Gnqs| `Ope3MδpC1´11qα1q
À δ´α1
mÿ
j“1
Pp |pn,Gpwjq|a
V arrpn,Gpwjqs
ă e´Mq `Ope3MδpC1´11qα1q
À δ´2α1e´M `Ope3MδpC1´11qα1q,
here we have used the fact that pn,Gpwjq is Gaussian and m “ Opδ´α1q. Collecting
estimates, we obtain
|EF plog |pn,ξpw1q|, . . . q´EF plog |pn,Gpw1q|, . . . q| À δ´2α1e´M`e3MδpC1´11qα1 .
We choose M “ C2α1 logp1{δq where C2 ě C0 ` 2, and C1 ą p11 ` 3C2 ` C0q{,
then it is clear that the last right hand side is OpδC0α1q, as desired. This completes
the proof of Lemma 7.
8. Proof of universality for complex correlation functions
In this section we prove Theorem 7. Following the framework developed by Tao-
Vu [33], we will use the Monte Carlo sampling method (summarized in Lemma 9)
and the Lindeberg swapping argument (implemented in Lemma 7). Below, we
will only prove the desired estimates for the correlation functions of pn. The same
argument could be applied to qn “ pn`1q´ρpn˚ to get the desired estimates for pn˚.
We will actually show the desired estimates when φδ has the tensor structure,
namely φδpwq “ φ1,δpw1q . . . φk,δpwkq, furthermore for such φδ we will only need to
assume that each φj,δ, viewed as a function on R2, is continuously differentiable
up to second order and furthermore |Bαφj,δ| ď Opδ´|α|q for |α| ď 2. The reduction
from general (i.e. non tensor) φδ to this special set up could be carried out as
follows: First, let c1 P pc, 1q, and let φj,δ be smooth and supported inside BCp0, c1δq
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such that φj,δ “ 1 on BCp0, cδq, and as a function on R2 it is C2 and satisfies the
derivative bound |Bαφj,δ| ď Opδ´|α|q up to order 2. We may write
φδpw1, . . . , wkq “ φ1,δpw1q . . . φkpwkqφpw1, . . . , wkq
“ φ1pw1q . . . φkpwkq
ÿ
n“pn1,...,nkqPZk
cne
i4piδ´1n¨w
“
ÿ
n“pn1,...,nkqPZk
cn1,...,nkpφ1pw1qe4piin1w1{δq . . . pφkpwkqe4piinkwk{δq
using the multiple Fourier series expansion of φ on the polydisk BCp0, δqk. By
standard stationary phase estimates, if φδ is C
m then |cn| Àm p1 ` |n1| ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
|nk|q´m, while Bαrφjpwjqe4piinjwj{δs “ Opδ´|α|p1 ` |nj|q|α|q, therefore if m is large
enough depending on k, say m ě 3k` 2, then we could write φ as a linear average
of tensor-type functions with the properties mentioned earlier.
Thus, we may now assume that φ has the tensor structure. Let z “ pz1, . . . , zkq P
Ipδqk be fixed (no implicit constants will depend on zj’s). Recall that Z denotes
the multi-set of zeros of pn. By definition,ˆ
Ck
φδpz ´ wqdσpwq “ E
ÿ
α1,...,αkPZ
φ1,δpz1 ´ α1q . . . φk,δpzk ´ αkq
where the sum is over non repeated tuples of k elements of the zero sets of pn.
An application of the inclusion-exclusion formula will allow us to rewrite the last
right hand side as a linear combination of terms, and each term is a product of
finitely many sum of the following type
X “
ÿ
αPZ
φj,δ,Xpzj ´ αq,
where 1 ď j ď k is fixed and φj,δ,X is a function supported in BCp0, cδq such that,
as a function on R2, it is C2 and its partial derivatives up to order 2 are bounded
accordingly.
Consequently, it suffices to show that, for a sequence Xi1 , . . . , Xi` of above type
,
|EXi1 . . . Xi` ´ EXG,i1 . . . XG,i` | “ Opδcq
(uniform over all choices of 1 ď ` ď k and 1 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă i` ď k), for some c ą 0.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that ` “ k and i1 “ 1,... ,ik “ k, and
for brevity we will omit the dependence on Xj in the notation and simply write
Xj “ řα φj,δpzj ´ αq below.
Let α0 ą 0 be a sufficiently small constant that may depend on the underlying
implicit constants in Condition 1. By a standard construction, we could find
ϕ : Ck Ñ C such that φ supported on Bp0, 2δ´α0q and ϕpw1, . . . , wkq “ w1 . . . wk
on Bp0, δ´α0q, furthermore |ϕpw1, . . . , wkq| ď |w1 . . . wk| for any w1, . . . , wk, and
(as a function on R2k) ϕ will be in C2 with |Bαϕpwq| À δ´kα0 for any (partial)
derivatives of order up to 2.
Let C ą 0 is sufficiently large and let 1
n
À δ ď 1
C
. We first use Theorem 11
and Lemma 5 to conclude that for any 0 ă c1 ă 1{2 there is an event E “
Epδ, α0, z1, . . . , zkq with probability PpEq “ Oc1,α0pδc1q such that on T “ Ec the
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following holds for each j “ 1, 2, . . . , k:
sup
w:|w´zj |ďcδ
log |pnpwq| À | log δ|,
1
δ2
ˆ
Bpzj ,cδq
| log |pnpwq||2dw À | log δ|4.
We now use Green’s formula, which says that the following holds for any φ
compactly supported in C2pR2q
φp0q “ ´ 1
2pi
ˆ
C
plog |w|q∆φpwqdw
where dw is the Lebesgue measure. It follows that, for each 1 ď j ď k, we have
Xj “
ÿ
αPZ
p´ 1
2pi
q
ˆ
C
log |w ´ α|∆φj,δpzj ´ wqdw
“ ´ 1
2pi
ˆ
C
plog |pnpwq|q∆φj,δpzj ´ wqdw.(8.1)
Thus, using Ho¨lder’s inequality and using the above properties of T , we obtain
|Xj| À | log δ|2 on the event T . By ensuring that δ ă 1{C for C sufficiently
large, it follows that |Xj| ă δ´α0 on the event T . Now, outside T we still have
|φpX1, . . . , Xkq| ď |X1 . . . Xk|, therefore
EX1 . . . Xk “ EϕpX1, . . . , Xkq `Opmax
j
Er|Xj|k1Esq.(8.2)
We now use Monte Carlo sampling to approximate the integral form (8.1) of Xj
with a discrete sum.
Lemma 9 (Monte Carlo sampling). Let pX,µq be a probability space and let f P
L2pX,µq. Assume that w1, . . . , wm are drawn independently from X using the
distribution µ. Then for S “ 1
m
pfpw1q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` fpwmqq we have ES “
´
X
fdµ and
Pp|S ´ ES| ě λq ď 4
mλ2
ˆ
X
|f |2dµ.
Now, ∆φj,δ is supported inside Bp0, cδq and is bounded above by Opδ´2q.
Let wj,i be uniformly chosen from Bp0, cδq (independent of each other and of
the coefficients of pn), here 1 ď i ď m and 1 ď j ď k. Using (8.1) and Lemma 9,
it follows that
Pp|Xj ´ 1
m
mÿ
i“1
aj,i log |pnpwj,iq|| ą λq À m´1λ´2δ´2
ˆ
Bpzj ,cδq
| log |pnpwq||2dw,
where aj,i “ ´12c2δ2∆φj,δpzj ´ wj,iq. Note that |aj,i| “ Op1q.
Now, on the event T , the right hand side in the last display is Opm´1λ´2| log δ|4q.
Using the above estimate, we now show that all Xj’s could be replaced by the
corresponding averages at a total small cost:
Claim 5. Let w “ pw11, . . . , w1m, . . . , wk1, . . . , wkmq. Then
|EϕpX1, .., Xkq´Eϕp 1
m
mÿ
i“1
a1,i log |pnpw1,iq|, .., 1
m
mÿ
i“1
ak,i log |pnpwk,iq|q| “ Opδα0q,
where the expectation is taken over w and ξ “ pξ0, . . . , ξnq.
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To see this, let λ “ δpk`1qα0 . Then on the product probability space generated
by ξ “ pξ0, . . . , ξnq and wj “ pwj,1, . . . , wj,mq it holds with probability 1´PpT cq ´
Okpm´1δ´p2k`3qα0q thatˇˇˇ
Xj ´ 1
m
mÿ
i“1
aj,i log |pnpwj,iq|
ˇˇˇ
À δpk`1qα0 ,
for all j “ 1, . . . , k. Now, letting m « δ´p3k`4qα0 and choosing α0 sufficiently small
(so that in particular c ą pk`1qα0q), it follows that the following inequality holds
with probability 1´Opδpk`1qα0q:
|ϕpX1, . . . , Xkq ´ ϕp 1
m
mÿ
i“1
a1,i log |pnpw1,iq|, . . . q| “ Opδα0q.
(Here we’ve used the assumption that the first order partial derivatives of ϕ is
bounded above by Opδkα0qq.) On the event that this estimate does not hold (which
has probability Opδpk`1qα0q), we have the crude bound Opδ´kα0q for the left hand
side of the above display, here we have used the assumption that |φpw1, . . . , wkq| ď
|w1 . . . wk| and φ is supported on BCp0, 2δ´α0qk. Collecting estimates, the desired
estimate of Claim 5 follows immediately.
On the event E, we note that Xj À NpnpBpzj, cδqq and similarly Xj,G À
Npn,GpBpzj, cδqq. Consequently, using (8.2) and Claim 5 we obtain
|EX1 . . . Xk ´ EX1,G . . . Xk,G| “(8.3)
“ |Eϕp 1
m
mÿ
i“1
a1,i log |pnpw1,iq|, . . . q ´ Eϕp 1
m
mÿ
i“1
a1,i log |pn,Gpw1,iq|, . . . q|`
`Op
ÿ
j
Er1ENpnpBpzj, cδqqksq `Op
ÿ
j
Er1ENpn,GpBpzj, cδqqksq `Opδα0q.
Using Theorem 12, the two terms involving NpnpBpzj, cδqq and Npn,GpBpzj, cδqq
are bounded by Op| log δ|Ckδα0q, which in turn is bounded by Opδα0{2q.
Thus, it remains to bound the first term on the right hand side of (8.3). Here we
use Lindeberg swapping, or more precisely Lemma 7. Below we only discuss swap-
ping of 1
m
řm
i“1 log |pnpw1,iq| with its Gaussian analogue 1m
řm
i“1 a1,i log |pn,Gpw1,iq|;
the swapping of the other k ´ 1 averages can be done similarly. Now, by condi-
tioning on other variables and treating them as parameters, we may let
F pu1, . . . , umq “ φp. . . , 1
m
pa1,iu1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` a1,mumq, . . . q.
It remains to show that
EF plog |pnpw1,1q|, . . . , log |pnpw1,mq|q ´ EF plog |pn,Gpw1,1q|, . . . , log |pn,Gpw1,mq|q
À δα0 .
We can check that |BβF | À 1
m|β| δ
´kα0 for any partial derivatives up to order 3. Note
that m « δ´p3k`4qα0 by choice and α0 could be chosen arbitrarily small. Therefore,
in order to show the estimate in the last display via Lemma 7, it remains to show
that for some uniform constant c ą 0 (independent of α0) the following holds
|cjwji | À δc
a
V arrpnpwiqs
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for any 1 ď i ď m and any 0 ď j ď n. To see this, note that 1´ |wi| « δ and cj’s
satisfy Condition 1, thereforea
V arrpnpwiqs Á p
ÿ
j
j2ρ|wi|2jq1{2 Á
ap1´ |wi|2q´2ρ´1 Á δ´ρ´1{2,
while |cjwji | À p1 ` jqρp1 ´ δqj. Via examination of the function xρp1 ´ δqx over
x P r0,8q, we could show that |cjwji |{
a
V arrpnpwiqs À δρ` 12 ` δ1{2, thus we could
take any 0 ă c ď minpρ` 1
2
, 1
2
q. (Recall the assumption that ρ ą ´1{2).
9. Counting local non-real roots
In this section, we will prove several estimates for the local number of non-real
roots of pn near the real line. These estimates play an essential role in the next
section, where the proof of Theorem 6 will be presented. Recall that we write
pn “ mn ` rn where mnpzq “ řj bjzj is the deterministic component and rn “ř
j cjξjz
j is the random component. We divide the analysis into two scenarios.
Scenario 1: mn is “small” compared to rn. This scenario generalizes the
special case mn “ 0 considered in in [4], where it was shown that with high prob-
ability rn has no non-real local root. Here we will show that a similar conclusion
holds even with the addition of a “small” deterministic component mn.
Lemma 10. Let 0 ą 0 be sufficiently small and let c P r0, 1q. Then for C “
Cp0, cq ą 0 sufficiently large the following holds for any 1n À δ ď 1C and η :“ δ1`0
and any x P IRpδq ` p´cδ, cδq.
(i) Assume that on Bpx, 2ηq we have |m2n| À
a
V arrr2ns.
Then for any κ ă 2 we have PpNpnpBpx, ηqq ě 2q “ O0,κppη{δqκq.
(ii) Assume that on Bpx, 2ηq we have |m˚2n| À
a
V arrrn˚2s.
Then for any κ ă 2 we have PpNpn˚pBpx, ηqq ě 2q “ O0,κppη{δqκq.
Scenario 2: mn is “large” compared to rn. Here we will show that with
high probability pn has no local roots in a neighborhood of the real line.
Lemma 11. Let 0 ą 0 be sufficiently small and let c P r0, 1q. Let κ ą 0. Then for
C,C 1 ą 0 sufficiently large the following holds for any 1
n
À δ ď 1
C
and η :“ δ1`0
and any x P IRpδq ` p´cδ, cδq.
(i) Assume that on Bpx, 2ηq we have |mn| ą C 1| log δ|1{2
a
V arrrns.
Then PpNpnpBpx, ηqq ě 1q “ Oppη{δqκq.
(ii) Assume that on Bpx, 2ηq we have |m˚n| ą C 1| log δ|1{2
a
V arrrn˚s.
Then PpNpn˚pBpx, ηqq ě 1q “ O0,C0,κppη{δqκq.
9.1. Proof of Lemma 10.
9.1.1. Proof of Lemma 10, part (i). Here we prove part (i) and we will discuss the
modifications for part (ii) later. For convenience, let
X “ NpnpBpx, ηqq, XG “ Npn,GpBpx, 2ηqq.
Step 1. Reduction to Gaussian: We’ll use Theorem 7 in this step. Let rPpc, 1q.
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Let η1, . . . , be an enumeration of the (complex) roots of pn and let η1,G, . . . be
an enumeration of the (complex) roots of pn,G, both enumerated with multiplicity.
Let 1 ą 0 be small to be chosen later. Let ϕ : CÑ r0, 1s be smooth supported
on Bp0, 2q such that ϕpzq “ 1 if |z| ď 1. We have
PpX ě 2q ď E
ÿ
i‰j
ϕpηi ´ x
η
qϕpηj ´ x
η
q.
We now discuss the set up required to apply Theorem 7. Since x P IRpδq`p´cδ, cδq,
we may write x “ x0 ` α where x0 P IRpδq and |α| ď cδ. We then let
φδpz, wq :“ δL0ϕpz ´ α
η
qϕpw ´ α
η
q
which is defined on C2, and here L “ Op1q is a sufficiently large absolute constant
(in particular independent of 0) so that all required derivative bounds (from
Theorem 7) for φδ are satisfied. Now, supppφδq Ă BCpα, 2ηq2 Ă BCp0,rcδq2 if we
require δ ă 1{C with C ą 0 sufficiently large depending on 0 and rc. It then
follows from Theorem 7 (and the definition of correlation functions) that for some
α0 ą 0 (independent of L, 0) the following holds:
E
ÿ
i‰j
φδpηi ´ x0, ηj ´ x0q “ E
ÿ
i‰j
φδpηi,G ´ x0, ηj,G ´ x0q `Opδα0 q.
Unraveling the notation, we obtain
E
ÿ
i‰j
ϕpηi ´ x
η
qϕpηj ´ x
η
q ď E
ÿ
i‰j
ϕpηi,G ´ x
η
qϕpηj,G ´ x
η
q `Opδα0δ´L0q
ď ErXGpXG ´ 1qs `Opδα0´L0q
ď δ´21PpXG ě 2q ` ErX2G1XGąδ´1 s `Opδα0´L0q.
Using Corollary 5 and observing that XG ď Npn,GpBpz, δ{9qq, we have
PpXG ą δ´1q Àm δm1 | log δ|Opmq
for any m ě 1, so by choosing m large we have a bound of O1,MpδMq for any
M ą 0. Using Theorem 12, it follows that
ErX2G1XGąδ´1 s ÀM δM ` | log δ|Op1qPpXG ą δ´1q À δM{2.
Collecting estimates, we obtain
PpX ě 2q ď δ´21PpXG ě 2q `Opδα0´2L0q
ď δ´21PpXG ě 2q `Opδκ0q
by choosing 0 small. So it remains to show that P pXG ě 2q À δκ0`21 . Since 1
could be chosen very small, it suffices to show that P pXG ě 2q À δκ10 for some
κ1 P pκ, 2q, which is essentially the Gaussian analogue of the desired estimate.
Step 2. Proof for Gaussian. We will show that, with high probability pG,n is
close to its linear approximation at x, namely Lpzq :“ pn,Gpxq ` p1n,Gpxqpz ´ xq.
Pp min
zPBBpx,2ηq
|Lpzq| ď max
zPBBpx,2ηq
|Epzq|q “ Opδκ0q.(9.1)
Using Rouche´’s theorem and linearity of L, (9.1) implies the desired estimate.
Now, to show (9.1), we will prove two estimates.
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Claim 6. The following holds uniformly over t ą 0:
Pp min
zPBBpx,2ηq
|Lpzq| ď tδ2 sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
a
V arrr2npξqsq “ Optq.
Claim 7. For some α0 ą 0 the following holds uniformly over t ą 0:
Pp max
zPBBpx,2ηq
|Epzq| ą tη2 sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
a
V arrr2npξqsq “ Ope´α0t2q
The desired estimate (9.1) then follows from choosing t “ pη{δqκ in Claim 6 and
choosing t “M | log δ|1{2 (with M large) in Claim 7. Here we need κ ă 2.
9.1.2. Proof of Claim 6. .
Since L is linear with real coefficients and since x P R, minzPBBpx,2ηq |Lpzq| is
achieved at z “ x´ 2η or z “ x` 2η. Consequently, for any t ą 0 we have
Pp min
zPBBpx,2ηq
|Lpzq| ď tq ď Pp|Lpx` 2ηq| ď tq ` Pp|Lpx´ 2ηq| ď tq
À ta
V arrLpx` 2ηqs `
ta
V arrLpx´ 2ηqs ,
here we have used the fact that Lpx ` 2ηq and Lpx ´ 2ηq are Gaussian. Us-
ing Lemma 1 and Condition 1, we have V arrrnpxqs « δ4 supξPBpx,2ηq V arrr2npξqs.
Therefore it remains to show that for any s P t´2η, 2ηu we havea
V arrLpx` sqs Á aV arrrnpxqs.(9.2)
Now, since ξj are independent, we have
a
V arrLpx` sqs “ }cjpxj ` sjxj´1qnj“0}l2 .
If δ ě 1
10n
then by definition we have 1´ |x| « δ. Therefore, using the triangle
inequality and Lemma 1 and Condition 1 we obtaina
V arrLpx` sqs ě }pcjxjqnj“0}l2 ´ |s|}pcjjxj´1qnj“0}l2
ě aV arrrnpxqs ´ 2ηaV arrr1npxqs
Using Lemma 1 and Condition 1, it follows that V arrr1npxqs « δ´2V arrrnpxqs.
Since η ! δ, the desired estimate (9.2) follows immediately.
Now, if 1
n
À δ ă 1
10n
we have |s| ď 2η ă 1{p2nq. Therefore, uniformly over
0 ď j ď n we have |xj ` sjxj´1| Á |x|j, which implies the desired estimate (9.2).
9.1.3. Proof of Claim 7. To estimate maxzPBBpx,2ηq |Epzq|, we first estimate the
mean and the variance of Epzq. We will show that
|EEpzq| À η2 sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
a
V arrr2npξqs,(9.3)
V arrEpwqs À η4 sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
V arrr2npξqs(9.4)
uniformly over z P Bpx, 2ηq and w P Bpx, 3ηq.
For (9.4), let w P Bpx, 3ηq. By the mean value theorem, we have
V arrEpwqs “
nÿ
j“0
|cj|2|wj ´ xj ´ jpw ´ xqxj´1|2
À η4 sup
ξPBpx,3ηq
V arrr2npξqs.
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By ensuring C “ Cp0, cq is large, for any ξ P Bpx, 3ηq we have ξ P Ipδq`p´c1δ, c1δq
for c1 “ p1` cq{2 ă 1. Using Lemma 1, it follows that
sup
ξPBpx,3ηq
V arrr2npξqs À sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
V arrr2npξqs, which implies (9.4).
For (9.3), again by the mean value theorem we have
|EEpzq| “ |mnpzq ´mnpxq ´m1npxqpz ´ xq|
À η2 sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
|m2npξq|
À η2 sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
a
V arrr2npξqs (by the given assumption)
Now, we combine (9.3) and (9.4) to prove Claim 7. For convenience of notation,
let qpzq :“ Epzq´EEpzq. Without loss of generality, we may assume that t is much
larger than the implicit constants in the last estimate for |EEpzq| and in (9.3). It
follows from (9.3) and (9.4) that
Pp max
zPBBpx,2ηq
|Epzq| ě tη2 sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
a
V arrr2npξqsq
ď Pp max
zPBBpx,2ηq
|qpzq| ě pt{2qη2 sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
a
V arrr2npξqsq
ď Pp max
zPBBpx,2ηq
|qpzq| Á t sup
ξPBpx,2ηq
a
V arrEpξqsq.
Using Cauchy’s theorem, for z P BBpx, 2ηq we have
|qpzq| À
ˆ
BBpx,3ηq
|qpwq|d|w|
η
À sup
wPBpx,3ηq
a
V arrqpwqs
ˆ
BBpx,3ηq
|qpwq|a
V arrqpwqs
d|w|
η
where d|w| is the arclength measure along the integration contour BBpx, 3ηq. Note
that V arrqpzqs “ V arrEpzqs. It follows that, for some c ą 0, we have
Pp max
zPBBpx,2ηq
|qpzq| ě t sup
ξPBpx,3ηq
a
V arrEpξqsq
À e´ct2E expp
ˆ
BBpx,3ηq
|qpwq|
2
a
V arrqpwqs
d|w|
η
q2
À e´ct2
ˆ
BBpx,3ηq
E expp |qpwq|
2
4V arrqpwqsq
d|w|
η
(by convexity)
À e´ct2 (since qpwqa
V arrqpwqs is normalized Gaussian).
9.1.4. Proof of Lemma 10, part (ii). Our proof of part (ii) of Lemma 10 is entirely
similar to that of the proof of part (i), where the key ingredients is the fact that
uniformly over ξ P Bpx, 3ηq we have
b
V arrr˚pmqn pξqs «m p1 ` nqρδ´p2m`1q{2 for
any m ě 0, which in turn is a consequence of Condition 1 and Lemma 1.
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9.1.5. Proof of Lemma 11, part (i). We will proceed in a similar fashion as in the
proof of Lemma 10. The reduction to the Gaussian setting can be done similarly
by using universality estimates for the 1-point correlation function of the complex
zeros of pn from Theorem 7 and estimates proved in Theorem 12 and Corollary 5.
We now discuss the proof for the Gaussian setting. The given assumption clearly
implies that mn has no zero in Bpx, 2ηq. Thus, using Rouche´’s theorem it suffices
to show that
P p sup
ξPBBpx,2ηq
|rn,Gpξq| ě inf
zPBBpx,2ηq
|mnpξq|q “ Opδκ0q.
Using Cauchy’s theorem and arguing as in the proof of Claim 7, we obtain
Pp sup
ξPBBpx,2ηq
|rn,Gpξq| ě λ sup
ξPBpx,3ηq
b
V arrrn,Gpξqsq À e´α0λ2 ,
for some α0 ą 0 and any λ ą 0. Using Lemma 1 and Condition 1, we also have
sup
ξPBpx,3ηq
b
V arrrn,Gpξqs « inf
ξPBpx,3ηq
b
V arrrn,Gpξqs.
Thus, using the given hypothesis we obtain, for some c1 ą 0,
Pp sup
ξPBBpx,2ηq
|rn,Gpξq| ě t inf
ξPBpx,2ηq
|mnpξq|q
À Pp sup
ξPBBpx,2ηq
|rn,Gpξq| Á C 1t| log δ|1{2 sup
ξPBpx,3ηq
b
V arrrn,Gpξqsq
À e´c1pC1tq2| log δ|.
Let t “ 1 in the last estimate. Then for any κ ą 0 we could choose C0 « ?κ but
large such that this estimate is bounded above by Oppη{δqκq, as desired.
9.1.6. Proof of Lemma 11, part (ii). The proof is entirely similar to part (i).
10. Proof of universality for real correlation functions
Below we prove part (i) of Theorem 6, and the same argument may be used to
prove part (ii) of this theorem (details will be omitted).
Let x “ px1, . . . , xmq P IRpδqm and z “ pzm`1, . . . , zm`kq P IC`pδqk. For conve-
nience of notation write zj “ xj ` iyj for all j. Then for j ď m we have yj “ 0
and xj P Ipδq, while for j ą m we have yj ą 0. Note that xj and yj may not be
inside ICpδq for j ą m.
Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 7, it suffices to show that
|Ep
m`kź
j“1
Xjq ´ Ep
m`kź
j“1
XG,jq| À δc, where Xj “
#ř
αPZXR Fj,δpα ´ zjq, j ď m;ř
αPZXC` Hj,δpα ´ zjq, j ą m.
(XG,j are Gaussian analogues), and Fj,δ and Hj,δ satisfy the following conditions:
(i) for each j ď m, Fj,δ is in C2pRq, supported in p´cδ, cδq such that |F p`qj,α| ď 1
for ` “ 0, 1, 2.
(ii) for each j ą m, Hj,δ is supported on BCp0, cδq and is also C2pR2q with
|BαHj,δ| ď δ´|α| for any |α| ď 2.
Let 0 ą 0 be sufficiently small, as required by Lemma 10 and let η “ δ1`0 .
Let c1 P p0, 1q be small such that c` c1 ă rc.
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Let Φ : RÑ R be a bump function supported on r´c1, c1s with Φp0q “ 1.
Let Ψ : R Ñ r0, 1s be a smooth function supported on tx ě c1{2u such that
Ψpxq “ 1 if x ě c1.
Let L “ Op1q be sufficiently large. Let K1,δ, . . . , Km`k,δ : CÑ C be defined by
Kj,δpx` iyq “
#
δL0Fj,δpxqΦpy{ηq, j ď m,
δL0Hj,δpx` iyqΨppy ` yjq{ηq, j ě m` 1.
One could check that K1,δ, . . . , Km`k,δ are supported on Bp0, pc ` c1qδq and are
C2pR2q with Bα derivatives bounded by Opδ´|α|q for any multi-index |α| ď 2.
Applying Theorem 7 for test functions of tensor-product type, it follows that
for some α0 ą 0 (which does not depend on 0) we have
|Ep
m`kź
j“1
Yjq ´ Ep
m`kź
j“1
YG,jq| À δα0 , where Yjpzq :“
ÿ
zPZ
Kj,δpz ´ zjq.
Letting Zj :“ δ´L0Yj and making sure 0 ă c0{pLm` Lkq, it remains to show
E|
m`kź
j“1
Xj ´
m`kź
i“1
Zj| “ Opδα1q
for some α1 ą 0. Since Xj, Zj ď NpnpBpzj, cδqq, using Corollary 5 we have
E|Xj|m`k,E|Zj|m`k À | log δ|Opm`kq. Via Holder’s inequality, it therefore suffices
to show that for some c ą 0 we have
E|Xj ´ Zj|m`k À δc.
Now, for each 1 ď j ď m` k let
Sj “ tt P R : |t´ signpRepzjqq|zj|| ď pc` c1qδu ˆ r´c1η, c1ηs.
We first show that if Xj ´ Zj ‰ 0 then |Impzjq| ď pc` c1qδ and
|Xj ´ Zj| À |Z X pSjzRq|.(10.1)
Indeed, we first consider 1 ď j ď m. Then zj “ xj P IRpδq. Therefore,
Xj ´ Zj “
ÿ
αPZXR
Fj,δpα ´ xjq ´
ÿ
αPZ
Fj,δpRepαq ´ xjqΦpImpαq{ηq
“ ´
ÿ
αPZzR
Fj,δpRepαq ´ xjqΦpImpαq{ηq (since Φp0q “ 1).
Since both Fj,δ and Fj,δ are bounded, it suffices to show that any α that contributes
to the sum must be in Sj. Indeed, for such α we have |Repαq ´ xj| ă cδ and
|Impαq| ă c1δ, which implies the desired claim.
We now consider m` 1 ď j ď m` k. We have
Xj ´ Zj “
ÿ
αPZXC`
Hj,δpα ´ zjq ´
ÿ
αPZ
Hj,δpα ´ zjqΨpImpαq{ηq.
Since Ψ is supported on rc1{2,8q in the second summation we could further assume
that α P C`. We obtain
Xj ´ Zj “
ÿ
αPZXC`
Hj,δpα ´ zjqp1´ΨpImpα{ηqqq.
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For any contributing α, it holds that |Impαq| ă c1η, therefore
|Impzjq| ď |Impαq| ` |Impαq ´ Impzjq| ă pc` c1qδ.
In particular, |Repzjq| ě |zj| ´ |Impzjq| ě 1 ´ Opδq and this can be made very
large compared to δ. Now,
|Repαq ´Repzjq| ď |α ´ zj| ď cδ
therefore Repαq has the same sign as Repzjq. Thus it remains to show that
||Repαq| ´ |zj|| ď pc` c1qδ. Now, using the triangle inequality this follows from
||Repαq| ´ |zj|| ď ||α| ´ |zj|| ` |Impαq| ď |α ´ zj| ` |Impαq| ď pc` c1qδ.
This completes the proof of (10.1).
Now, the strip Sj could be covered by Opδ´0q sets of the form Bpx, ηq with
center x inside psignpRepzjqq|zj| ´ pc ` c1qδ, signpRepzjqq|zj| ` pc ` c1qδq. Since
c` c1 ă rc and since Impzjq| ď pc` c1qδ, it follows that for such x the ball Bpx, 2ηq
would be inside the interval J where the given hypothesis on the relationship
between mn and rn holds. Now, since pn is a real polynomials its complex roots
are symmetric about the real axis. Thus, using the small ball estimates proved in
Lemma 10 (if mn is small compared to rn) or the small ball estimates proved in
Lemma 11 (if mn is large compared to rn) with κ “ 3{2, together with an union
bound, we obtain
P p|Z X pSjzRq| ě 1q “ Opδ´0δ30{2q “ Opδ0{2q.
Now, since |Z X pSjzRq| is a nonnegative integer, by Theorem 12 we have
E|Xj ´ Zj|m`k À Er1|ZXpSjzRq|ě1NpnpBpzj, cδqqm`ks
À δ0{2| log δ|Opm`kq À δ0{3.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.
11. Reduction of Theorem 1 to Gaussian polynomials
In this section, using Theorem 6 we will reduce Theorem 1 to Gaussian random
polynomials. The proof of Theorem 1 for Gaussian polynomials will be discussed
in the next section.
Let BC “ t1´ 1C ď |t| ď 1` 1C u. Using Lemma 2, to reduce Theorem 1 to the
Gaussian setting, it suffices to show that
|ENnpI XBCq ´ ENG,npI XBCq| “ Op1q.
Thus without loss of generality we may assume that I Ă r1 ´ 1{C, 1 ` 1{Cs or
I Ă r´1´1{C,´1`1{Cs. Below, we will only consider the first case, and we may
use the same argument for the other case.
Let  ą 0 be a very small constant. Recall the definition of Ipδq from (3.1) and
the paragraph after (3.1). Let JRpδq “ tz : 1{z P IRpδqu.
Note that we may cover I using intervals IRp2mq and JRp2`q where 1n À 2m À 1C
and 1
n
À 2` À 1
C
. Let M and L be respectively the sets of m and ` such that
Ip2mq and Jp2`q intersect I. Clearly, nearby covering intervals have comparable
lengths. Thus, we may construct a sequence of functions ϕm, ψ` (similar to a
partition of unity) such that ϕm is supported on p1` qIp2mq and ψ` is supported
on p1` qJp2`q, and furthermore
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(i) |Bαψ`| À 2|α|` and |Bαϕm| À 2|α|m for any partial derivatives, and
(ii) γpyq :“ řmPM ϕmpyq`ř`PL ψ`pyq is equal to 1 for all y P I and is supported
inside I Y I 1 Y J 1 where I 1, J 1 are two intervals from the covering that contain
endpoints of I.
Now, in fact we could shrink the endpoint intervals I 1 and J 1 by factors com-
parable to 1 so that I remains covered by the new collection of intervals, and at
the same time p1` 2qI 1, p1` 2qJ 1 are subsets of the enlargement J , the assumed
enlargement of I. The given definition of enlargement ensures that the shrinking
of these intervals could be done. We may redesign the bump functions φm and ψ`
associated with I 1 and J 1 such that they will still be supported inside p1` qI 1 and
p1` qJ 1 respectively.
It follows from Theorem 6 that, for some α1 ą 0,
|E
ÿ
αPZXR
ϕmpαq ´ E
ÿ
αPZGXR
ϕmpαq| “ |
ˆ
R
ϕmpyqrdσpyq ´ dσGpyqs| À 2mα1 ,
|E
ÿ
αPZXR
ψ`pαq ´ E
ÿ
αPZGXR
ψ`pαq| “ |
ˆ
R
ψ`pyqrdσpyq ´ dσGpyqs| À 2`α1 .
Summing the last two estimates over m and `, we obtain
|E
ÿ
αPZXR
γpαq ´ E
ÿ
αPZGXR
γpαq| “ Op1q.
Now, |ENnpIq ´ EřαPZXR γpαq| “ OpENnpI 1 Y J 1qq. For the local intervals
I 1 and J 1, we will show that ENnpI 1q “ Op1q and ENnpJ 1q “ Op1q. Since the
details are entirely similar we will only discuss the estimate for ENnpI 1q. Since
p1 ` qI 1 Ă J the enlargement of I, we may construct a bump function φ that
equals 1 on I 1 but vanishes outside p1` {2qI 1, in particular its support is strictly
contained inside J . Let dρ be the 1-point correlation measure for the real root of
pn and dρG be its Gaussian analogue. By Theorem 6, we obtain
ENnpI 1q ď
ˆ
φdρ “
ˆ
φdρG `Op1q ď ENn,Gpp1` {2qI 1q `Op1q
Then assuming that the Gaussian case of Theorem 1 is known and using the fact
that J remains an enlargement of p1` {2qI 1, we obtain
|ENn,Gpp1` {2qI 1q| ď |ENrn,Gpp1` {2qI 1q| `Op1q “ Op1q
here in the last estimate we may use Proposition 2 in the next section (which is a
consequence of explicit Gaussian computations in [4]).
This completes the proof of the reduction of Theorem 1 to Gaussian polynomials.
12. Proof of Theorem 1 for Gaussian polynomials
In this section we prove Theorem 1 for the Gaussian polynomial pnptq “ řnj“0pbj`
cjξjqtj where ξj are iid normalized Gaussian, and throughout the section we will
assume that bj and cj satisfy Condition 1.
Let mn “ Erpns and rnptq “ řj cjξjtj and let P “ V arrrnptqs, Q “ V arrr1nptqs,
and R “ Covrrnptq, r1nptqs, and S “ PQ´R2.
We recall the following Kac-Rice formula [7, Corollary 2.1]. Let erfpxq “´ x
0
e´t2dt. Then ENnpa, bq “ I1pa, bq ` I2pa, bq where
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I1pa, bq “
ˆ b
a
S1{2
piP expp´
m2nQ`m12nP ´ 2mnm1nR
2S qdt(12.1)
I2pa, bq “
?
2
ˆ b
a
|m1nP ´mnR|
piP3{2 expp´
m2n
2P qerfp
|m1nP ´mnR|?
2PS qdt.(12.2)
We will also work with the normalized reciprocal polynomial pn˚ptq “ mn˚ptq `
rn˚ptq, and we will denote by I1˚ , I2˚ , P˚,Q˚,R˚,S˚ the analogous quantities.
Using Lemma 2, we may assume without loss of generality that I Ă t1 ´ c ď
|t| ď 1` cu for a (small) absolute constant c ą 0. By breaking up I into Ią1 and
Iď1 and notice that NpnpIą1q “ Npn˚pKq where K “ t1{t, t P Ią1u we may reduce
the consideration to I Ă t1´ c ď |t| ď 1u.
Now, using Lemma 1, we have
Corollary 6. Assume that bj and cj satisfy Condition 1. Then for any c P p0, 1q
it holds uniformly over 1´ c ď |t| ď 1 that
Pptq « p1` 1{n´ |t|q´p2ρ`1q, P˚ptq « pn` 1q2ρp1` 1{n´ |t|q´1,
Qptq « p1` 1{n´ |t|q´p2ρ`3q, Q˚ptq « pn` 1q2ρp1` 1{n´ |t|q´3,
|Rptq| « p1` 1{n´ |t|q´p2ρ`2q, R˚ptq « pn` 1q2ρp1` 1{n´ |t|q´2.
On the other hand, by the classical Kac formula, ρnptq :“ S1{2piP is the density for
the real root distribution of rnptq “ řj cjξjtj, and similarly ρn˚ptq :“ S˚1{2piP˚ is the
density for the real root distribution of rn˚ptq. Note that the Gaussian density for
rnptq “ řj cjξjtj (and for its reciprocal polynomial) was studied5 in [4], and we
summarize the known estimates for them from [4] in the following proposition.
Proposition 2. Assume that cj satisfy Condition 1. Let c ą 0 be small. Then
uniformly over 1´ c ď |t| ď 1´ c1{n we have
Sptq « Pptq2p1´ |t|q´2, S˚ptq « P˚ptqp1´ |t|q´2,
and uniformly over 1´ c1{n ď |t| ď 1` c1{n we have
Sptq À n2Pptq2, S˚ptq À n2P˚ptq,
In fact, in the original setting considered in [4] it was required that cj « p1` jqρ
for all Op1q ď j ď n, so it is a little stricter than our setting Op1q ď j ď n´Op1q,
however the computation in the Gaussian setting in [4] is not affected much with
our slightly more relaxed assumption. We omit the details.
12.1. Estimates for I2. We will show that, under the hypothesis of Theorem 1
about the relative relation between mn and rn on I, we will always have I2pIq “
Op1q. We separate the proof into two cases, depending on whether mn dominates
rn or is dominated by rn.
First, we consider the situation when the deterministic component mn domi-
nates the random component rn on I.
5In fact, in [4] it was required that |cj | „ p1 ` jqρ for Op1q ď j ď n, however the Gaussian
computations in [4] can be easily modified to work with the weaker assumption Op1q ď j ď
n´Op1q in the current paper.
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Lemma 12. Let c ą 0. There is a constant C ą 0 such that the following holds.
Let I Ă t1´ c ď |t| ď 1u be an interval whose endpoints may depend on n.
(i) Assume that |mnptq| ě C| logp1` 1
n
´ |t|q|1{2aV arrrnptqs for t P I.
Then I2pIq “ Op1q.
(ii) Assume that |m˚nptq| ě C| logp1` 1n ´ |t|q|
1{2aV arrrn˚ptqs for t P I.
Then I˚2 pIq “ Op1q.
Proof. Using Lemma 1 and Corollary 6 we have
|m1nP ´mnR|
P3{2 À
|m1n|
P1{2 `
|mnR|
P3{2 À p1`
1
n
´ |t|q´3{2
and by the given hypothesis |mnptq|2{P ě 2C 1| logp1 ` 1n ´ |t|q| where C 1 is com-
parable to C2. Therefore
I2pIq À
ˆ
I
p1´ |t| ` 1
n
qC1´3{2dt
so if C is big enough then C 1 ą 5{2 and the last integral is Op1q, as desired.
The consideration for I2˚ pIq is entirely similar. 
We now consider the situation when mn is dominated by rn.
Recall that φ : p0, 1q Ñ r0, 1s is such that the following holds for some c ą 0:ˆ c
1{n
φptq
t
dt “ Op1q.(12.3)
Lemma 13. Let c ą 0 and let φ : p0, 1q Ñ R` satisfy (12.3). Let I Ă t1 ´ c ď
|t| ď 1u be an interval whose endpoints may depend on n.
(i) Assume that the following holds uniformly over t P I.
|mnptq| À φp1´ |t| ` 1
n
qaV arrrnptqs,
|m1nptq| À φp1´ |t| ` 1nq
a
V arrr1nptqs.
Then I2pIq “ Op1q.
(ii) Under the analogous assumptions, we also have I2˚ pIq “ Op1q.
Proof. Using the given hypothesis and using Corollary 6, we have
|m1nP ´mnR|
P3{2 À φp1´ |t| `
1
n
qpQ
1{2
P1{2 `
R
P q À
φp1´ |t| ` 1
n
q
1´ |t| ` 1
n
.
Since expp´m2n{Pq ď 1, we obtain
I2pIq À
ˆ 1
1´c
φp1´ t` 1
n
q
1´ t` 1
n
dt ď
ˆ c`1{n
1{n
φptq
t
dt “ Op1q.
This completes the proof of part (i). The second part (ii) can be proved similarly.

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12.2. Estimates for I1. Here we will also divide the consideration into two cases,
depending on whether mn is dominant or rn is dominant.
The following result addresses the situation when mn is dominated by rn.
Lemma 14. Assume that φ : p0, 1q Ñ R` satisfies (12.3). Let c ą 0 and let
I Ă t1´ c ď |t| ď 1u be an interval whose endpoints may depend on n.
(i) Assume that uniformly over t P I we have
|mnptq| ď
c
φp1´ |t| ` 1
n
qaV arrrnptqs,
|m1nptq| ď
c
φp1´ |t| ` 1
n
qaV arrr1nptqs
Then I1pIq “
ˆ
I
ρnptqdt`Op1q.
(ii) Under analogous assumptions, a similar estimate holds for I1˚ pIq.
The following result deals with the situation when mn dominates rn.
Lemma 15. Let c ą 0 and let I Ă t1´c ď |t| ď 1u be an interval whose endpoints
may depend on n.
(i) Assume that uniformly over t P I we have
|mnptq| Á | logp1´ |t| ` 1
n
q|1{2aV arrrnptqs.
Then I1pIq “ Op1q.
(ii) Under analogous assumptions, a similar estimate holds for I1˚ pIq.
The proof of these results are based on the following technical estimate. For
convenience, let T ptq “ m2nP ` m
12
n
Q , and define T ˚ptq analogously. Recall that
ρnptq :“ S1{2piP is the density for the real root distribution of rnptq, and ρn˚ :“ S
˚1{2
piP˚
is the density for the real root distribution for rn˚.
Lemma 16. Let c ą 0 be sufficiently small and let c1 ą 0 be sufficiently large.
Then there are finite absolute constants C1, C2 ą 0 that may depend on c, c1 such
that the following holds for any interval I whose endpoints may depend on n.
(i) If I Ă t1´ c1{n ď |t| ď 1` c1{nu then I1pIq “ Op1q and I1˚ pIq “ Op1q.
(ii) If I Ă t1´ c ď |t| ď 1´ c1{nu thenˆ
I
ρnptqe´C1T ptqdt ď I1pIq ď
ˆ
I
ρnptqe´C2T ptqdt,
and the analogous estimate holds for I1˚ pIq.
Proof. (i) Since PQ ě R2, it follows that m2nQ`m12nP ´ 2mnm1nR ě 0, so
I1pIq À
ˆ
||t|´1|À1{n
ρnptqdt “ Op1q.
The estimate for I1˚ is proved similarly.
(ii) Let 1´ c ď |t| ď 1´ c1{n. From Corollary 6 and Proposition 2, we obtain
P1{2Q1{2 ´ |R| “ SP1{2Q1{2 ` |R| Á p1´ |t|q
´p2d`2q Á |R|.
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In other words for some C ą 0 we have P1{2Q1{2 ě p1` Cq|R|. Consequently, by
the geometric mean inequality we have
m2nQ`m12nP ´ 2mnm1nR « m2nQ`m12nP .
Now, by Corollary 6 and Proposition 2 we have S « PQ. It follows that
m2nQ`m12nP ´ 2mnm1nR
S «
m2nQ`m12nP
PQ “ T ptq.
The desired estimate then follows from the definition (12.1) of I1.
The proof for I1˚ ptq is completely analogous. 
We now use Lemma 16 to prove Lemma 14 and Lemma 15. Below we will show
only the proof for the desired estimates for I1, the same argument works for I1˚ .
We start with the case when mn is dominated by rn: under the assumptions of
Lemma 14 we have T ptq À φp1 ´ |t| ` 1
n
q. Using 1 ě e´x ě 1 ´ x for x ě 0 and
using Proposition 2, it follows that
|I1pIq ´
ˆ
I
ρnptqdt| À |
ˆ
I
ρnptqT ptqdt| À
ˆ 1
1´c
φp1´ t` 1
n
q
1´ t` 1
n
dt “ Op1q.
Now in the case when mn dominates rn: under the assumptions of Lemma 15 we
have T ptq Á | logp1` 1
n
´|tq|, while ρnptq À p1` 1n´|t|q´1 thanks to Proposition 2.
Therefore, for some c2 ą 0 we have
I1ptq À
ˆ 1
1´c
1
1´ t` 1
n
e´c
2| logp1´t` 1
n
q|dt “
ˆ c`1{n
1{n
uc
2´1du “ Op1q.
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